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Abstract
In this research a framework has been developed for food exporters, because there
were only few strong frameworks in exporting and there were not good ones for Iranian
exporters. In this dissertation effects of export performance on organizational
commitment to export and also its hidden effect on marketing strategy definition have
been considered in order to develop the framework. A new view on export performance
has been taken which considers export performance as an independent variable compare
to previous ones, also one important consideration which has been chosen is that there is
not a pure strategy like standardization or adaptation but it is a matter of degree between
these two strategies. After meetings with experts in university and industry and doing
pilot test data were collected from Iranian exporter food SMEs from provinces of Iran in
order to verify the questions of this research. Results confirmed these hypotheses and
some strategies were standardized while some of them were adaptive. Moreover
important variables in commitment to export and in marketing strategy have been
discussed and it is found that satisfaction with prior year export performance results
decrease the commitment of firm in the current year. One of the aims is to show
importance and results of export performance in previous year as an independent variable
on marketing mix strategy while others considered it as a dependent variable and worked
on inverse relationship. These effects have been proved mostly. Also other important
variables on defining marketing mix strategy have been shown and effects of export
market competition and export market development have been investigated. Finally this
framework with help of these factors was developed and has been confirmed with food
exporter SMEs questionnaires.
Keywords: Export Commitment, Export Performance, Marketing Strategy, SME
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1. Introduction

This chapter consists of items which will come in the next. This research is in the
international marketing field in context of exporting and its classification considers
SMEs. Exporting is an activity with different useful effects. These effects can be
considered in two ways. The first is its usefulness on society, with help of increasing turn
over and increasing buying power of people in a society, exporting will help to society.
Also it has influence on the exporting firm. One of the effects is that firm changes to an
experienced exporter and it can use this knowledge and abilities in different exporting
16

markets and also home market. The other is that firm's productivity and job creation will
be increased with opportunity of exporting. So exporting will increase quality of people's
life in an organization.

1.1 Research Background
Researchers always considered export performance as a dependent variable. They
forget to consider reactive behaviors of a firm based on previous results. Also it is worth
to remember a firm shows previous exporting results whenever it is wanted and this firm
has its current strategy based on its successes or failures of previous activities. But a
group of researchers considered this relation inversely and considered this evident
relation and also worked to develop a strong framework and developing a scale for
assessing export performance. These works started from 2004 and it is being continued
from that time, but still this group of authors is pioneer in this view to exporting activity.
This way has been chosen to follow in this dissertation based on the reason stated above.

1.2 Problem Definition
Although exporting has various benefits, there are only few strong frameworks.
Note that there is not an applicable marketing framework for Iranian exporter SMEs. This
framework should have consideration of marketing strategies based on new definitions
and also other participating factors. These factors and their probable relations will help in
developing framework. Therefore developing an applicable framework for exporters is
recommended.

1.3 Research Questions and Hypotheses
In the beginning of this section questions of this research will be stated then
following hypotheses will be mattered to focus on the problems deeply.
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1.3.1 Research Questions
Problems of research gathered together in research questions with general terms
then they will be studied in specific statements with help of hypotheses.
Problems in the research narrowed down to specific questions. These research
questions state in context of theories which has been advanced to address the problems
(Trochim, 2005).
As stated before export performance may have hidden considerable effects on
defining marketing strategy through its impact on commitment to export. Based on
different works in effects of export performance on commitment of a firm, it is stated that
good performance will bring reputation for a firm and this reputation and availability of
resources will bring higher commitment for a firm ((Cavusgil and Nevin, 1981; cited by
Lages and Montgomery, 2004);Lages and Montgomery, 2004) and lack of these
resources will put the firm in loop of unsuccessfulness and its bad reputation remove its
circle of influential firms from it, so firm can't be improved and showing commitment.
The other groups of literatures say poor performance force firms to commit. By
putting agile to managers to take strategic decisions and increasing their commitment.
They cannot make mistakes and have to show their commitments as soon as possible
(Audia et al., 2000; (Cyret and March, 1963; cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004);
Fredrickson, 1985; Lages and Montgomery, 2004; (Mintzberg et al., 1976; cited by Lages
et al., 2005)). Other researchers also bring some exceptions which explain poor
performance as unwanted accidental errors or a trial stage for new decisions and they say
these firms show their commitments after these conditions eliminated(Lages and
Montgomery, 2004;

Lages et al., 2006). They also say that these successful firms

encounter fat cat syndrome and go for effortless and convenient and less strategic
decisions (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
So there are two different ideas with different supportive literatures. In one side
researchers say high export performance will help in increasing commitment of a firm to
export and in the other side researchers say bad performance exporters are more
18

committed to export. Therefore it must be tested that which idea is more common in
Iranian exporters.
Also in this research it is going to start an empirical work based on recent
definitions of marketing strategy and other important constructs which has effects on
marketing strategy. The work is going to run in Iran and a conceptual framework for
exporters based on its flexibility to work with both B2B and B2C contexts will be
developed. So better understanding of factors and their effects on each of 4Ps strategies
in export activity is the major and fundamental purpose of this research.
The arrangement of hypotheses related to marketing strategies is as the following:
H0: The antecedent factor cause standardized strategy.
H1: The antecedent factor cause adaptive strategy.
This will be discussed in chapter 2 that there is not a pure strategy but it’s a matter
of degree between two extremes. These extremes are standardization and adaptation
(Lages and Montgomery, 2004). So the null hypotheses considered for standardized
strategies and alternative hypotheses for adaptive strategies.
But for the other effects that strategies are not participated in, hypotheses are as
follows:
H0: The antecedent factor has no effect on the dependent factor.
H1: The antecedent factor has effect on the dependent factor.

1.3.2 Research Hypotheses
Hypothesis is a specific statement for prediction and it goes beyond theoretical
terms.
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Terms for discussing what you expect to study in your research. A single study
may have one to many hypotheses. These hypotheses help to explore some area of study
more thoroughly to predict some statements (Trochim, 2005).
There are different hypotheses which should be tested in order to show the
proposed relations among latent variables. These hypotheses are:
(H1): The greater the performance in previous year the lower the adaptation of
product strategy
(H2): The greater the performance in previous year the lower the adaptation of
promotion strategy.
(H3): The greater the performance in previous year the lower the adaptation of
price strategy.
(H4): The greater the performance in previous year the lower the adaptation of
distribution strategy.
(H5): The greater the Firm’s current commitment to exporting the more likely the
adaptation of product strategy.
(H6): The greater the Firm’s current commitment to exporting the more likely the
adaptation of promotion strategy.
(H7): The greater the Firm’s current commitment to exporting the more likely the
adaptation of price strategy.
(H8): The greater the Firm’s current commitment to exporting the more likely the
distribution of distribution strategy.
(H9): The degree of export market competition is positively related with the
degree of adaptation of product strategy.
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(H10): The degree of export market competition is positively related with the
degree of adaptation of promotion strategy.
(H11): The degree of export market competition is positively related with the
degree of adaptation of pricing strategy.
(H12): The degree of export market competition is positively related with the
degree of adaptation of distribution strategy.
(H13): The degree of export market development is positively related with the
degree of adaptation of product strategy.
(H14): The degree of export market development is positively related with the
degree of adaptation of promotion strategy.
(H15): The degree of export market development is positively related with the
degree of adaptation of pricing strategy.
(H16): The degree of export market development is positively related with the
degree of adaptation of distribution strategy.
(H17): Satisfaction with prior year export performance affects positively Firm’s
current commitment to exporting.
(H18): Export market competition affects positively Firm’s current commitment
to exporting.
(H19): Export market development affects positively Firm’s current commitment
to exporting.
(H20): Adaptation of product strategy affects positively adaptation of price
strategy.
(H21): Adaptation of distribution strategy affects positively adaptation of price
strategy.
21

(H22): Adaptation of product strategy affects positively adaptation of promotion
strategy.
(H23): Adaptation of price strategy affects positively adaptation of promotion
strategy.

1.4 Research Purpose
It is going to consider effects of export performance on marketing strategy based
on literatures will be given on different factors which have effects on marketing mix
strategy and belong to construct of export performance and also other constructs which
play role for an exporting firm. Moreover strategy definition will be studied in order to
investigate whether or not firms go for adaptive strategies or choose standardized
strategies. Therefore the purpose of this research can be summarized as below:
•

Developing marketing framework for Food producer SMEs with help of:
o Export performance of previous year
o Other participating factors
o Marketing mix strategy

1.5 Research Importance
The target of this research is SMEs. SMEs as it will be discussed in chapter 2 are
very important, because of their numbers, job creation and their contribution to economic
development. Therefore working on SMEs is recommended in different literatures. Also
working on exporting is important because of its effect on society and also firms.
Exporting increase buying power and has effects on job creativity. Moreover Iran is
worth to consider because of the numerous number of SMEs in Iran and also the good
situation of Iran for exporting activity.

1.6 Research Methodology
In this section discussions will be open on research approach, research type and
also design of research.
22

1.6.1 Research Approach
Due to the interest in concepts of international marketing, export activity was
selected. This selection was chosen based on several reasons. The importance of export
as one of the most successful patterns of international marketing, structure of Iranian
industries active in foreign markets, affordable data collection. Note that detailed texts
will be stated in chapter 2.
This dissertation with goal of finding a framework for Iranian exporters is a
deductive research. Deductive researches are ones which try to use a general concept and
narrow it down to observations. The sequence as it is shown in the diagram is top down.
While inductive researches are vice versa. They go bottom up.

Figure 1-1 Schematic Representation of Deductive Reasoning. Source: Trochim, 2005

A theory proposed by European researchers which resulted in a framework for
different categories of export including food products. This research wants to validate it
in Iranian exporting SMEs especially food products exporters and propose an applicable
framework for them based on clusters they are active in.

1.6.2 Research Type
Qualitative measures are measures without numerical data recording. Qualitative
measures are including short written responses of surveys; interviews; video and audio
23

data recording; and many other approaches in non-numerical format. So the qualitative
research is a type of research that uses qualitative measures. Both quantitative and
qualitative measures occur in almost any research topic that one can think of. In fact, in
almost every applied social research project both of these approaches uses (Trochim,
2005).
So there are three types of researches: Qualitative, quantitative and mixed mode.
Before starting data collection expert surveys started where experts’ opinion asked about
the questionnaire design, introduction, and cover letter contents. These experts were
selected exporters, organizations, supervisors and students. Questionnaire design
benefited from mixed mode research type. Likert-type response used where qualitative
statements likes strongly disagree, disagree, Neutral, agree and strongly agree mapped to
numbers from 1 to 5. This is another evidence for using mixed mode research type
(Trochim, 2005) .Then a pilot test with nearly twenty samples runs to measure validity of
questions. Afterward sorting and running complete data collection started with help of
Tehran Industrial Estates Co.

1.6.3 Research Design
This research has benefited from designing stated below. First with a definition on
the problems which this research is going to target the context starts. Then by better
defining the problems and with help of literatures different research questions extracted
that in the next phase narrow down to several hypotheses. Different literatures presented
to study this context including different effects that formulated in hypotheses. Then with
help of gathered data different definitions on the statistical analyzes of this thesis will be
given which clear the way that must be taken in chapter 4 which is analyzing these data.
Then with different techniques and procedures for validating data and model finally
testing hypotheses will be done and in chapter 5 discussions based on findings and
literature are given.
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Figure 1-2 Research Design

1.7 Terminology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptation strategy: in this strategy firm considers degree of modification
for its products based on that market tastes.
Construct: Latent or unobservable factor is called construct.
EMO behavior: Export Market Oriented is like adaptive strategy. In it firms
observe customers' needs and also anticipate their future needs.
Export Commitment: amount of managerial, human, financial and planning
and other resources allocated by a firm to export activity.
Export market competition: competitiveness of a market shows amount of
competition exist in an exporting market.
Export market development: amount of development a market has based on
its economic strength and educated people.
EXPERF scale: A measurement of export performance combination of
strategic, financial and perceived export performance.
Export venture: main or group of main products in main exporting markets
of a firm.
Indicators: Indicators are variables of a construct.
Latent variables: (LVs) unobserved variables or constructs.
Marketing mix: combination of Product, Price, Promotion and Place that
marketing programs use combination of these Ps.
25

•
•
•
•

Overall export performance: assessing performance of a firm with its
different products in its various export markets.
Simplicity: Simplicity means having only one kind of all items or doing only
one task.
SME: Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise.
Standardization strategy: kind of strategy that firms go for low cost and
effort less decisions.

1.8 Acronyms and Abbreviations
Through the literature and other chapters abbreviations will be discussed that
stated in table below:
Table 1-1 Acronyms and Abbreviations

Acronym

Complete Form

CFA

Confirmatory Factor Analysis

EFA

Exploratory Factor Analysis

EMS

Export Market Share

EP

Export Profitability

ER

Exporting Region

ESV

Export Sales Volume

EXPERF

Export Performance Scale

GNL

General measure

LDC

Less Developed Countries

MDC

More Developed Countries

MIS

Miscellaneous measure

MKT

Market related measure

NOS

Number Of Staff

OBJ

Objective measurement

OP

Organizational Position
26

Table 1-1 Acronyms and Abbreviations (Continued)

Acronym

Complete form

PRF

Profit related measure

PT

Product Type

SAL

Sales related ,measure

SME

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise

Sub

Subjective measurement

WTO

World Trade Organization

1.9 Outline
In the next chapter review of literatures will be commenced. The concepts and
effects will be described. Then in the chapter 3, data analysis and modeling will be
described and in the following chapter analyzing data will be done. In chapter 5
conclusions of this research will be given to researchers and managers.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2. Introduction

Every firm wants to sell its products more and more; this purpose will be
achieved with finding more customers in home market. But what will be happened if you
attracted all potential customers, what can a company do in a saturated market? One of
the strategies states is external commerce. Researchers talk about globalization which
gives firm ability to do international marketing. These firms need to have principles that
manage their international activities like manufacturing and distribution (Zinn and
28

Grosse, 1990). Also other group of researchers showed importance of international trade
by its influence on international services that a company can do in the field of marketing.
They expressed these services must be able to go over boundaries and also match with
the cultures. Moreover they represented importance of marketing in international
services with WTO agreement in 1997 which signed by 102 countries dedicated to
international services (Clark and Rajaratnam, 1999).
In order to have a brief look on international marketing researches did by non US
authors, there are several published works which one of them is the editorial belongs to
Russell S.Winer 1 states that there are few researches on Global marketing that did in one
of three majors (these majors stated below) based on results from Journal of Marketing
Research: (a) papers with non US authors, (b) empirical papers with non US data, (c)
papers focusing on global issues. In area (a) there were enough number of papers written
by non US authors, but in area (b) non US authors found a US coauthor and use US data,
and there were no papers focusing on global issues. So empirical papers in which
targeted international marketing issues which did by non US authors or also used non US
data are low based on researches did in 1998.

2.1 Export
Exporting activity has extreme importance from the point of view of nations and
firms. From the point of view of national governments, exporting activity is crucial
because it contributes to the economic development of nations. It influences the amount
of foreign exchange reserves as well as the level of imports a country can afford, while
shaping public perceptions of national competitiveness. Additionally, exports enhance
societal prosperity and help national industries to develop, improve productivity and
create new jobs (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).

1

Editor of the Journal of Marketing Research February 1998 (Winer, R.S. 1998)
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The most favorable international market entry mode for small-and medium-sized
firms has been exporting from the past time (Leonidou et al., 2002). Due to a research
exporting requires less human and financial resources and has low risk and brings greater
strategic flexibility for exporter (Young et al., 1989; cited by Leonidou et al., 2002).
However to be a successful firm in markets is not easy because every market has
different characteristics and customs, also it is worth to notify the distance between these
exporting markets (Czinkota and Ronkainen, 1998; cited by Leonidou et al., 2002;
Walters and Samiee, 1990).
Exporting has different impacts on people's life. The quality of life will be
increased by the help of exporters while they increase availability of goods and services.
Also exporting has impacts on currency, fiscal and monetary policies of a government
and amount of imports that a country can afford (Czinkota, 1994).
The other benefits that a firm can obtain if it changes to an exporting firm is that it
may implement its knowledge in home market against its competitors in exporting
markets, while it can understand different markets and new international activities like
licensing, franchising, joint ventures or direct investment (Lages and Montgomery,
2004).

2.1.1 The Export Development Process
In order to become an experienced exporter, there are a lot of stages which must
be passed by a firm. At first firm is not aware of benefits of exporting and managers will
not even fill an unsolicited export order. As time passes the time of export awareness or
export interest will come, information gathering and feasibility of foreign markets will be
examined. In the trial stage firm chooses markets geographically or culturally near to its
home market and serves limited number of customers. In the next stage exporting as an
influential factor in a firm will be considered and its impacts will be addressed on all
activities of firm. If expectations didn't met firm discontinue exporting and choose other
strategies or focus on its home market. But if firm succeeds it will serve more customers
and become an adaptive exporter (Czinkota, 1994).
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2.1.2 Export Performance
In this part of research chronology of export performance will be stated then
another discussion will be open on fundamental factors of export performance in small
and medium firms.
•

A Historical Review of Export Performance

Export performance assessment is one of the important terms for firms. Based on
literatures the work did on General Motors 2 for assessing the company export
performance was one of the first ones. Also one of the first academician's works did on
export performance in international marketing context was the work did by Tookey's
1964 (Tookey, 1964; cited by Lages et al., 2005). Export performance is a least
developed context although it is important (Leonidou et al., 1998; cited by Sousa, 2004).
Two researchers stated that export performance is virtually identical with the term
effectiveness. They continue their study with estimations on several journals that
published in the area of empirical researches on organizations:
the Strategic Management Journal, the Academy of Management Journal and the
Administrative Science Quarterly for finding how many of articles published in years
1993, 1994 and 1995 considered export performance as a dependent variable or not.
They found 439 total published articles and research notes which performance
appeared as a variable in 124(28%) in the abstracts of those articles, 88 times of them
were as a dependent variable, 15 times as an independent variable, 13 times both
independent and dependent variable and 8 times in some other capacities. Also in

2

Alfred Sloan and Donaldson Brown in 1920
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Organizational Studies authors recorded 7% of 98 articles in same three years that had
performance variable in their abstracts which 5% counted as dependent variable.
Moreover in Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes,
Organization Science the keyword performance seen in abstract of 57(16%) of the 335
articles in those three years, 42 times as a dependent variable, 5 times as an independent
variable, 8 times as both and 2 times in some other capacities (March and Sutton, 1997).
So export performance considered as a dependent variable more than its appearance as an
independent variable.
Table 2-1 Export Performance in Years 1993, 1994, 1995. Source: March and Sutton, 1997

Dependent
Variable

Both
Independent
Independent
Other
and
variable
Capacities
Dependent
Variable

88 Times

15 Times

13 Times

8 Times

Organizational 7 / 98
Studies
(7%)

5 Times

-----

-----

-----

Organizational
Behavior and
Human
57 / 335
Decision
(16%)
Process,
Organization
science

42 Times

5 Times

8 Times

2 Times

Journal
Name

Number
of Articles

Strategic
Management
Journal
The Academy
of
124 / 439
Management
(28%)
Journal
Journal & The
Administrative
Science
Quarterly
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• Determinants of Export Performance in Small Firms
There is disagreement in choosing items to build export performance construct.
Several studies chose multi item factors to make export performance construct ((Lages
and Lages, 2004; Styles, 1998); cited by Sousa, 2004; Zou et al., 1998). Also it is worth
to notice that choosing single item to measure export performance is incomplete for
assessing export performance (Shoham, 1998; cited by Sousa, 2004).
Based on discussion above it is better to have multiple factors to measure export
performance rather than considering isolated items. Moreover considering isolated items
will not establish the tradition of building based on previous ideas and disturb ability to
compare with previous works (Aaby and Slater, 1989; cited by Katsikeas et al., 1996;
Cavusgil and Zou, 1994; Katsikeas et al., 1996).
In table below a researcher classified works 1998-2004 which considered export
performance construct and different variables they measured within it in their studies.
Table 2-2 Classification and Frequency of Appearance of Export Performance Measures. Source: Sousa,
2004

Performance Measure

Frequency
of Use

Percent
-age

Objective measures
Sales-related
Export intensity

OBJ-SAL-EI

16

37

Export intensity growth

OBJ-SAL-EIG

5

12

Export sales growth

OBJ-SAL-ESG

12

28

Export sales volume

OBJ-SAL-ESV

8

19

Export sales efficiency

OBJ-SAL-ESE

2

5

OBJ-PRF-EP

2

5

Profit-related
Export profitability
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Table 2-2 Classification and Frequency of Appearance of Export Performance Measures. Source: Sousa,
2004 (Continued)

Performance Measure

Frequency
of Use

Percent
-age

Export profit margin

OBJ-PRF-EPM

3

9

Export profit margin growth

OBJ-PRF-EPMG

1

2

Export market share

OBJ-MKT-EMS

2

5

Export market share growth

OBJ-MKT-EMSG

2

5

Market diversification

OBJ-MKT-MD

1

2

Export intensity

SUB-SAL-EI

4

9

Export intensity growth

SUB-SAL-EIG

4

9

9

2

Market-related

Subjective measures
Sales-related

Export intensity growth compared SUB-SAL-EIGC
to competitors
Export sales volume

SUB-SAL-ESV

1

21

Export sales growth

SUB-SAL-ESG

14

7

Export sales volume compared to SUB-SAL-ESC
competitors

3

33

Export sales growth compared to SUB-SAL-ESGC
competitors

5

12

1

2

1

2

18

42

Export sales return on investment

SUB-SAL-ROI

Export sales return on investment SUB-SAL-ROIC
compared to competitors
Profit-related
Export profitability

SUB-PRF-EP
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Table 2-2 Classification and Frequency of Appearance of Export Performance Measures. Source: Sousa,
2004 (Continued)

Performance Measure

Frequency
of Use

Percent
-age

Export profit margin

SUB-PRF-EPM

6

12

Export profit margin growth

SUB-PRF-EPMG

4

9

4

9

Export profitability compared to SUB-PRF-EPC
competitors
Market-related
Export market share

SUB-MKT-EMS

11

26

Export market share growth

SUB-MKT-EMSG

7

16

Export market share compared to SUB-MKT-EMSC
competitors

4

9

Export market share
compared to competitors

1

2

growth SUB-MKTEMSGC

Market diversification

SUB-MKT-MD

3

7

Rate of new market entry

SUB-MKT-NME

4

9

2

5

SUB-MKT-FM

1

2

SUB-GNL-OEP

12

28

1

2

6

14

Rate of new market
compared to competitors

entry SUB-MKTNMEC

Gaining foothold in the market
Subjective measures
General
Overall export performance

Overall
export
performance SUB-GNL-OEPC
compared to competitors
Export success

SUB-GNL-ES
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Table 2-2 Classification and Frequency of Appearance of Export Performance Measures. Source: Sousa,
2004 (Continued)

Performance Measure

Frequency
of Use

Percent
-age

4

9

2

5

SUB-GNL-SEP

7

16

Contribution of exporting to the SUB-MIS-CGF
growth of the firm

1

2

Contribution of exporting to the SUB-MIS-CQM
quality of firm’s management

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Customer satisfaction compared to SUB-MIS-CSC
competitors

1

2

Quality of customer relationships SUB-MIS-QCRC
compared to competitors

1

2

Product/service quality compared SUB-MIS-PSQC
to competitors

1

2

Reputation of the firm compared SUB-MIS-RFC
to competitors

1

2

SUB-MIS-GTE

1

2

Building awareness and image SUB-MIS-GTE
overseas

1

2

Achievement of objectives regarding SUB-MIS-RCP
response to competitive pressures

1

2

Meeting expectations

SUB-GNL-ME

How competitors rate firm’s export SUB-GNL-CEP
performance
Strategic export performance
Miscellaneous

Quality of distributor relationships

SUB-MIS-QDR

Quality of distributor relationships SUB-MIS-QDRC
compared to competitors
Customer satisfaction

Gaining new technology/expertise

SUB-MIS-CS
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Based on the history stated above, there are 2 different measures for export
performance indicators; objective (economic) and subjective (non-economic). Indicators
which target absolute values are objective measuring, like export sales volume, export
sales revenue, export intensity, profits, market share and etc. but there is another
measuring which measures perceptual, behavioral, satisfaction and psychological
variables related to product, market, experience and other elements. This measuring is
called subjective measuring (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994; Matthyssens and Pauwels, 1996;
cited by Katsikeas et al., 2000; Sousa, 2004). The researcher showed from 50 different
papers that discussed about export performance, 11 of them used objective measuring and
39 of them used subjective measuring (Sousa, 2004).
Subjective measuring uses when managers are unwilling to show financial results
or unable to provide these information. Also this measurement will be used when
establishing relevancy among different industries of a firm is hard or firm works in
different markets (i.e. different markets with different regulations). Moreover this
attractive method of designing questionnaires helps participating managers in surveys
because they don't need to show confidential data (Lages and Montgomery, 2004; Sousa,
2004).
One researcher showed that between 1998-2004 sales related items like: export
sales volume, export sales return on investment and profit related items like: export
profitability and market related items like: export market share and General export items
like: overall export performance were frequently used and had percentages of appearance
in export performance context for SMEs (Sousa, 2004).
One group of researchers tried to find consensus regards to export performance
concept and measuring it, they also worked on finding a generalized way of measuring
export performance in different cultures.
Finding a cross-cultural generalized scale for export performance was their aim.
They called it EXPERF (i.e. Export Performance scale) and they considered three major
dimensions for it: (1) financial export performance; (2) strategic export performance; (3)
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perceived export success. Theses were channels which they thought brings more success
for managers (Zou et al., 1998).
Financial performance was chosen because some firms consider performance as
increase in sales volume, growth and profitability. Strategic dimensions reflect the firm
long run purposes or goals, like its competitive advantage, its strategic position and
global market share. The last one perceived export success holds evaluation of overall
success in the mind of managers with items like perception of success and level of
satisfaction of it and if performance reached to expectations or simply satisfaction with
export performance (Zou et al., 1998).
They tested their factors on US and Japanese exporters and they found financial,
strategic and perceived factors are in the mind of these managers for a successful export
performance. They said managers should not narrowly focus on sales and profit as a
factor of export performance, instead they should have a generalized view of success and
consider those three EXPERF scale factors. They wanted to find effects of different
factors (e.g., like marketing strategy of the firm, product and firm characteristic) in a
globalize view on those three factors (Zou et al., 1998).
Export sales volume as one of the factors of export performance occurred in
several researches 3. Also export profitability as the other factor of export performance
has repeated occurrence in literatures. For example works by (Bilkey, 1978; Dominguez
and Sequeira, 1993; cited by Katsikeas et al., 1996).
Export performance in a specific year can be assessed in 2 ways based on
literatures: measuring export performance at corporate level and measuring it in export
venture (export venture means focusing on main or group of main products of a firm in
their most important exporting markets). Assessing export performance in export venture

3

(Czinkota and Johnston, 1983; Madsen, 1989; cited by Katsikeas et al., 1996)
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has rarely been used, only 12 percent of literatures went for measuring export venture
performance (Katsikeas et al., 2000) although it gives subjective and detailed insight of
export performance to managers (Lages et al., 2005).
Sales related items like sales volume and sales return on investment are financial
export related items. Although these items considered as financial factors but they can be
measured by subjective questions (questions which target expectations of economical
factors). They have important role in creating satisfaction in mind of managers which will
be discussed later. Therefore consideration of these items are recommended (Lages and
Montgomery, 2004; Sousa, 2004). Also profitability is a factor which uses financial
successes and builds psychological feeling about success. This situation also exists for
overall export performance.
The other highlighted factor related is market share of a company in exporting
market which has strategic value for a firm. These items are worth to consider for a firm
in today's competitive markets as a strategic decision (Zou et al., 1998).
As literatures suggest considering only financial results of exporting performance
has not seem satisfactory and participation of export in strategic decisions and global
market share of firms should also be considered (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). Therefore
these highlighted factors which are combinations of financial and non-financial success
factors worth to consider for export performance indicators (Sousa, 2004).
Dimensions stated above for assessing export venture's performance were
extracted based on literatures (considered previously like EXPERF scale), qualitative
interviews and pretest surveys (Lages and Montgomery, 2004). It is good to link these
definitions to a broader theory and consider these performance items in a position higher
than their outcomes .This broader theory can be satisfaction in this research (Lages and
Montgomery, 2004).
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2.1.3 Satisfaction with Export Performance
Based on previous discussions subjective measurement will bring behavioral,
psychological and satisfaction items into context of export performance. It is stated that
perceptual or attitudinal performance measurement (e.g. perceived export success and
satisfaction with export sales) constitute 39 articles of total 50 articles 1998-2004 (Sousa,
2004). Also in other work it is believed that satisfaction items when they come with
export performance hold two aspects: one is economic factors and the other is
perceptional or attitudinal success factors which the second one is in the mind of
managers. They use economic success factors to reach psychological success items
(Lages et al., 2005; (Solberg, 2002; White et al., 1998); cited by Sousa, 2004).
Importance of satisfaction with results of export performance is so high that
Academy of Queen's Award committee for industry selection chose this item near
financial items and stated there that subjective measurement is appropriate for it
(Cunningham and Spigel, 1971; cited by Fenwick and Amine, 1979).
So satisfaction uses results of objective measurements (economic factors) in order
to be measured subjectively (non-economic factors).
Consideration of different industries is also important that (Katsikeas et al., 1996;
Lages and Montgomery, 2004; Lages et al., 2006) surveyed different industries. In one of
these researches stated objective measurement is useless when products belong to
different industries. They said when technology intensive, structure of market,
competition and other items of market differs from market to market, measures can not
be "like for like" (Covin, 1991; cited by Katsikeas et al., 1996: p.10). Moreover it is
noticeable that term export performance is idiosyncratic and success of a firm may result
failure for another firm (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
So in order to find a way for considering both economic and non-economic
factors and ability to apply it for different industries and measuring export performance
as a subjective item satisfaction with export performance will be used (Lages and
Montgomery, 2004).
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2.1.4 Relation between Marketing Strategy and Export Performance
There are not sufficient works in relation between marketing strategy and export
performance (Leonidou et al., 2002). In the literatures there are researches that dedicated
to the relationship among marketing mix elements (Product, Price, Promotion and Place)
and export performance. Results of establishing this relationship and their outcome stated
in works by ((Ford and Leonidou, 1991; Greenley, 1986; Miesenb ck, 1988; Pearce et
al., 1987); cited by Leonidou et al., 2002). In their research they define marketing
strategy as marketing mix elements. Marketing mix enables competitors to differentiate
their products and modify them based on customers' needs of a market (Albaum et al.,
1997; cited by Leonidou et al., 2002).

2.1.5 Inverse Relationship (Impact of Export Performance on
Marketing Strategy)
In the world of research whenever discussion about export performance matters,
researchers considered items participating in assessing export performance and forgot to
consider managers reactive behavior to results of past performance (March and Sutton,
1997). Firm's reactive behavior means studying export results and decide based upon the
outcomes of exporting and setting strategies based upon export performance. Based on
organizational behavior literature managers of firms set their goals and objectives based
on feedbacks and reports they obtain from previous results, no matter these results are
good or bad ((Cyert and March, 1963; March and Simon, 1958); cited by Lages and
Montgomery, 2004)). There are examples of famous firms to show this important
relation. British airways rethink their branding and marketing strategies due to their poor
results; also Mark & Spencer decided to change its marketing director when they
received low results (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
One another evidence is that when survey of export performance is required,
results of export performance of previous year will be shown, but if marketing strategy
asked in survey of the same company current marketing year strategy will be stated by
CEO (Lages, 2007).
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So export performance can be considered as a variable that has effects on defining
marketing strategies. It is worth to know only empirical works considered export
performance as an independent variable and considered its effects on marketing mix
strategy were works by ((Lages, 2000, Lages and Jap, 2003); cited by Lages et al., 2006;
Lages and Montgomery, 2004; Lages et al., 2006).

2.1.6 Effects of Organizational Performance on Strategic Decision
Managers are forced to choose decisions based on organizational performance.
Considering this point is important that managers decide more based on problems than
decide based on opportunities. Organizations with high performance rate generally busy
with low level decisions. They usually don't go for optimal decisions, but poor
performance organizations do. They choose strategic decisions in order to help them
survive. They have higher margins and higher risk acceptance than good performance
ones (Cyret and March, 1963; cited by Fredrickson, 1985; Fredrickson, 1985).
Successful past performance brings strategic persistence. These organizations rely
on previous performance and fail to respond to environmental changes. They consider
previous strategies as current strategy ((Hedberg, 1981; Lant, et al., 1992; Miller and
Chen, 1994; Prahalad and Bettis, 1986; Tushman and Romanelli, 1985); cited by Audia et
al., 2000). Successful firms fail to response quickly to environmental changes and rely on
previous good strategies, but less successful firms quickly adapt with external changes.
Also satisfaction with previous performance has complex effect on strategic decisions, it
is being thought that satisfaction will shift firm from adaptation ability to changes, so it is
believed that firms with good performance go for standardized and effortless strategies
(Lages and Montgomery, 2004; Miller and Chen, 1994; cited by Audia et al., 2000).
Managers of successful firms occupied with items participate in their good performance
and busy with tiny aspects which bring their success and forget to go for strategic
decisions (Cyert and March, 1963; cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
Other problem that successful organizations encounter is simplicity. Simplicity
means having only one kind of all items or doing only one task (definition by The
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Concise Oxford Dictionary), its definition in this context is having one strategy or only
one goal. Simplicity occurs when organizations reach to higher performance. In this state
strategies and different departments' missions change and organization changes to an
institution with one outstanding business purpose. This was the objective aspect of
simplicity, but subjective aspect of it is worse. It changes managers' view to success,
strategies and decisions. Firms decrease their responsiveness to market and choose less
adaptive strategies. Therefore literatures show that as level of success in firms increases
their strategy become less adaptive ((Greve, 1998; Litschert and Bonham, 1978; March
and Simon, 1958); cited by Lages et al., 2006; Lages and Montgomery, 2004; Miller,
1993).
It is worth to consider effect of past export performance as one of the important
items in an organization with exporting activity based on literatures came for the relation
between export performance and adaptive strategy and also discussion stated for the
influence of performance on strategy formulation.
Table 2-3 Effects of Previous Year Results Especially Export Results on Strategic Decisions. Source:
Audia et al., 2000; Lages and Montgomery, 2004; Lages et al., 2005

Export performance as an
independent variable and
effects on marketing strategy
(Empirical works)

Lages, 2000; Lages and Jap,
2003; Lages and Montgomery,
2004; Lages et al., 2005;
Lages et al., 2006

Effect
of
previous
results
on
defining goals

Effect of past
Effects of past
performance
performance on
on
strategic
standardized
persistence
strategies

March
and
Simon 1958;
Cyert
and
March 1963;
March
and
Sutton, 1997

March
and
Simon 1958;
Litschert and
Bonham 1978;
Miller , 1993;
Miller
and
Chen,
1994;
Greve, 1998;
Lages
and
Montgomery,
2004

Hedberg, 1981;
Tushman
and
Romanelli,
1985; Prahalad
and
Bettis,
1986; Lant, et
al., 1992; Miller
and Chen, 1994
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2.2 Commitment to Export
In this section at first organizational commitment will be stated, this context will
be continued by commitment to exporting which discussed in its subcategories: manager
commitment to exporting, human and financial resources for exporting. Then relation
between past performance, firm's current commitment to exporting and marketing
strategy will be discussed.

2.2.1 Commitment to Organization
A person is committed to an organization when this person has belief in
organizational goals and performing considerable efforts to help organization to reach its
goals and also try to maintain membership (Porter et al., 1974; cited by Randall, 1987).
Organizational commitment is considered as predictor of important terms such as
performance (Mowday et al., 1974; cited by Morris and Sherman, 1981). Important factor
for an organization usually considered as commitment and most of researches targeted
factors related to commitment ((Brown, 1969; Buchanan, 1974; Hall and Schneider,
1972; Hrebiniak and Alutto, 1972; Lee, 1971; Steers, 1977; Stevens et al., 1978); cited by
Morris and Sherman, 1981).
As stated above commitment is a keyword which has usages in key terms like
performance. There are two different approaches in organizational commitment which
are: Exchanging approach and psychological approach. Exchanging approach considers
commitment as a result of a transaction between organization and employee and the
important things in here are advantages and disadvantages. So as employees are attracted
and satisfied they will show more commitment to this transaction (Stevens et al., 1978;
cited by Morris and Sherman, 1981), but there are 2 limitations in here first of all this
commitment will be considered as a transaction between 2 parties based upon benefits for
them, so wherever that benefits are higher employee will be attracted to there. Therefore
this is not a reliable factor for measuring other existing behaviors in an organization and
the other problem rises with lack of empirical works which describe this behavior, in fact
this commitment is outcome of simple behaviors in firms (Morris and Sherman, 1981).
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Second approach for organizational commitment is psychological approach which
belongs to (Porter and Smith, 1970; cited by Morris and Sherman, 1981); they considered
commitment as an attractive and positive orientation toward organization. Commitment
can be considered as a process that attaches identity of a person to an organization
(Sheldon, 1971; cited by Morris and Sherman, 1981). One of the rich definitions in this
context for commitment to an organization is to consider this relation as a highly
devotion in an organization which cause a member to help organization to achieve its
goals, a strong desire to be a member of organization and to remain loyal to it (Porter,
1974; cited by Morris and Sherman, 1981).
Porter's model of commitment is a widely acceptable against Steven's model of
organizational commitment and it has substantial reliability and validity (Mowday et al.,
1979; cited by Morris and Sherman, 1981).

2.2.2 Firm's Commitment to Exporting
The term firm commitment to exporting means the amount of managerial and
organizational resources which are allocated to exporting ventures (Lages and
Montgomery, 2004). Commitment is linked to fundamental purposes of an organization,
but there are few works did for showing this important construct and its factors. Also
generalizing it for managers who want to use commitment .Establishing a multivariate
model for commitment first did by (Morris and Sherman, 1981). They put seven variables
and they could support six of them so they could establish a multivariate model.
When a firm is committed to export its managers are serving organization
extensively (Morris and Sherman, 1981) while this firm uses its organizational resources
like human, financial and also planning to help exporting activity (Cavusgil and Zou,
1994; Lages and Montgomery, 2004) with the care of passionate and efficient managers
(Porter et al., 1974; cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
So based on definitions above there are two resources in exporting commitment;
one is managerial resources and the other is organizational resources.
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•

Managerial resources

Managerial resources mean abilities and powers which are exist in the manager
role and with them manager can show the commitment to exporting.
•

Manager commitment to exporting

When managerial commitment term uses it shows how managers are committed
to an export venture, they carefully plan market entry modes and allocate financial and
managerial and other resources to them. Managerial commitment to exporting is
considered as a key determinant of export performance besides other terms like export
marketing strategy and international competence (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994).
Also the other definition of export commitment highlights the importance of
managers' role and shows their willingness for allocating resources to this activity
(Leonidou et al., 1998; cited by Cadogan et al., 2006). Creation of values and beliefs in
the organizations are in hands of senior managers, they will decide on behaviors in their
organizations ((Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Webster, 1988); cited by Cadogan et al.,
2006).
•

Organizational resources

Human and financial resources are in the category of organizational resources
(Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). Therefore all of them will be discussed in organizational
resources category.
•

Human and financial resources allocation for exporting

Due to discussion stated above hiring skillful and trained employees as one of the
forces in the hand of managers became necessary for exporting firms. Also allocating
financial resources permit manager to implement programs in order to commit to export
activities. Human and financial resources help in strategic decision making by reducing
uncertainties in the exporting activity and help managers to perform their strategies
efficiently ((Aaby and Slater, 1989; Christensen and Gertner, 1987); cited by Cavusgil
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and Zou, 1994). The other group of researchers took one step further. They said this
human resource must be valuable, selective, competent and non substitutable in order to
increase performance (Carmeli and Schaubroeck, 2005). So the best investment a
company can do is to strengthen its human resources as one of the important
organizational resources in order to increase its commitment to exporting, moreover these
firms with enough human and financial resources are able to respond to changes in their
environment and able to adapt themselves with their markets ((Cavusgil et al., 1993;
Douglas and Craig, 1989; Hill and Still, 1984); cited by Cavusgil and Zou, 1994;
Cavusgil and Zou, 1994).
•

Planning

Organizations with Centralized and formalized structure have better positions to
accept planning. These committed exporters do not need generalized research
information (like government data) and use special market researches. Firms which
decide to go for planning on an exporting market are more committed to export because
they understand the market and they can plan how to enter it in the beginning stage or
how to continue their exporting to that market based on structure of that market and other
factors which will be extracted after market research (Christensen et al., 1987; Lages and
Montgomery, 2004). Also planning as an organizational resource participates a major
role in decision making of management. Managers of firm have to define strategic
decisions in order to draw goals of firm. A firm without planning will not in the way to
reach goals (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994).

2.2.3 Effects of Previous Year Export Performance on Firm's
Commitment to Exporting
Allocating resources will result in better performance. High export potential firms
use their promotions, experienced managers, skillful employees and other resources to
increase their export performance (Bilkey, 1978), also in the literature term firm
competency has been seen which has same meaning with availability of resources in hand
for a firm (human, financial resources and market share) and literatures expressed that
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these factors have positive influence with export performance. Therefore having
resources give power to firm and help firm to implement them in their exporting activity
((Aaby and Slater, 1989; Madsen, 1987); cited by Zou and Stan, 1998; Zou and Stan,
1998).
Literature discussed above considered effects of commitment on export
performance, But there are firms that exporting activity is the survival activity for them, it
means that they only chose export as their strategic international decision. So these firms
must have commitment to exporting, by allocating financial, human and other resources
of organization to this task. This commitment will be achieved by help of export
performance and satisfaction with its results (i.e. financial and psychological results) and
use it as a helping item for increasing commitment to export (Fenwick and Amine, 1979).
Good performance of a firm in previous years brings reputation to a firm, the
brand is known by customers and employees, whenever reputation increases the
resources belong to a firm increase (Like human and financial resources), this availability
of resources bring commitment to export and make firm more committed to export
(Cavusgil and Nevin, 1981; cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004; Lages and
Montgomery, 2004). From the other point view poor performance exporters loose their
reputation and brand famousness. These bad results impress exporting activity and
managers participating in it. Problems inside organization and the damaged trust which
existed between different entities of this firm will facilitate loosing resources belong to
firm (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
But there are some researches that say poor performance managers are in pressure
and agile to increase their poor export performance results. They have no alternative
except increasing their commitment to export. So these literatures said poor performance
increases commitment of a firm to export (Audia et al., 2000; cited by Lages et al., 2006;
(Cyret and March, 1963; Fredrickson, 1985); cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004;
Lages and Montgomery, 2004). So it is expected that these under pressured managers
increase their commitment in order to take strategic and rational decisions than managers
with good performance results (Mintzberg et al., 1976; cited by Lages et al., 2005; Lages
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and Montgomery, 2004). Moreover other group of researchers express that poor
performance of previous year may be due to a testing period of a new plan like plans for
increasing market share or may be because of some errors in calculating export
performance like accidental errors and after these periods finish commitment increase
(Lages and Montgomery, 2004; Lages et al., 2006).

2.2.4 Relation between Firms' Commitment to Exporting and
Marketing Strategy
Like export performance as discussed, there are many factors in the context of
export which have effects in defining marketing strategy. Some of them are: price
differentiation, brand familiarity, firm's commitment, product technical complexity,
internal status of the firm, cultural / legal similarities of markets, firm's experience with
product, location, size (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994; Christensen et al., 1987; Lages and
Montgomery, 2004).
In addition to frequent appearance of export commitment in literatures, its role in
strategic decision making is not hidden due to its help in allocating resources of
organization and also in guiding feelings of employees into loyalty and responsibility to
organization (Wiener and Vardi, 1980; cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004), also
committed managers will bring commitment to their organizations. It is a common phrase
now that Japanese managers and workers are more committed than US ones ((Bateman
and Strasser, 1984; Logan, 1984; Luthans et al., 1985; Ouchi and Wilkins, 1985); cited
by Randall, 1987). These employees accept organizational goals and help their
organizations to reach their defined strategies (Randall, 1987). The importance of this
context will be touchable when the role of managerial commitment being discussed, if a
manager is low committed they will not help the organizational goals. This action is done
by decreasing the whole performance of organization (Mowday et al., 1982; cited by
Randall, 1987).
Organizations with high level of commitment have employees with less absentees
and tardiness compare to low committed organizations, also their employees are creative
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and more innovative, and these behaviors help organizations to adapt themselves with
limitations and opportunities and threats in markets. So commitment brings adaptability
to an organization, but on the other side are low committed organizations which go for
standardized strategies because of low commitment and convenient they find in this
strategy (Angle and Perry, 1981; Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
Also other literatures express that firms with good structure have better
commitment with their organizations. These centralized and formalized exporters will be
in better mode to adapt with market (Snavely et al., 1964; cited by Christensen et al.,
1987). These committed exporters have enough resources so they can use these resources
and have the power to better adapt with the market they are exporting to it (Lages and
Montgomery, 2004).
Based on discussion above organizational and managerial resources of an
organization in the construct of firm's commitment to exporting have positive influences
on adaptive strategy. These factors will help a firm to adapt itself with that market and
choose more adaptive strategies (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).

2.3 Effect of other Factors on Marketing Mix Strategy
As stated in previous section there are lots of items affecting marketing strategy
of a firm. Among them are government regulations, exporting country image (like
hostility to a country in exporting markets), intense of technology in products and degree
of difference between products of domestic market and exporting markets in terms of
culture, infrastructure, amount of development in country and amount of forces exist in
the market (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
Infrastructure of market talks about systematic and different parts exists in the
market to design a product or service from its beginning until delivering to customer; it
takes all activities like production, packaging, distribution, intermediaries (Jain, 1989;
cited by Johnson and Arunthanes, 1995). Differences between marketing infrastructure of
domestic market and exporting markets may exist. If this condition met firms have to
change them based on infrastructure of exporting market limitations and choose adaptive
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strategies to adapt themselves with that market infrastructure. They can't go for
standardized strategies and they must meet conditions of exporting market (Johnson and
Arunthanes, 1995).
Difference between product's life cycle in domestic and exporting market also
raises difficulties. When a product is in its mature stage in the domestic market and in
introduction stage in the exporting market, it can brings lots of market share, but there are
some resistance to this new product development in exporting market. A successful firm
has to choose adaptive strategies in order to overcome theses challenges and modify
buying behavior of customers (Johnson and Arunthanes, 1995).
Intense of technology brings standardization strategy for products of firm in its
different markets. High technology products like computers and aircrafts don't need to be
adapted with tastes, cultures and needs of different exporting markets. Customers in these
markets use these products without any ability for modification of them ((Cavusgil and
Naidu, 1993; Douglas and Urban, 1977; Levitt, 1983); cited by Cavusgil and Zou, 1994;
Christensen et al., 1987).
Cultural value differences between exporting and domestic market force exporters
to adapt their products with exporting market cultural value. Because their perception of a
product attributes are different. Products have to contain some characteristics and
preliminaries to be usable by customers ((Cateora, 1993; Vinston et al., 1977); cited by
Johnson and Arunthanes, 1995).

2.3.1 Competition in Exporting Market
Intense of competition in exporting market also dictates adaptive strategies.
Existence of competitor firms force the firm to adapt its product in order to find market
share among rivals, but in a less competitive market firms conveniently choose
standardized strategies (Cavusgil and Zou 1994; (Jain, 1989; Quelch and Hoff, 1986);
cited by Johnson and Arunthanes, 1995). Also export market competition forces a firm to
chooses adaptive strategy for promotion in order to find competitive advantage over
competitors, this will help a firm to obtain reputed brand in market meanwhile inertia and
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count on previous strategies for promotion prevent adaptation ((Cateora, 1990; Cavusgil
et al., 1993; Jain, 1989); cited by Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). Also when the market is
competitive there is a need to support distributor / subsidiary in order to survive and
implement marketing strategies like promotion. So commitment of a manager to export
will be seen by helping to distributors, this is one of the differences among committed
exporters and ones who are not (Rosson and Ford, 1982; cited by Cavusgil and Zou,
1994). Moreover pricing strategies are also influenced by competition exist in the
exporting market. Firms must choose prices based on their competitive advantage and
pricing strategy of other competitors (Terpstra, 1987; cited by Cavusgil and Zou, 1994).
Active firms in technology intensive products in competitive markets adapt themselves
with pricing strategies because they invested huge amount of money and they have to
obtain it and produce again so they usually go scale economy ((Harrigan, 1987; Ohmae,
1989); cited by Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). So competition in the market is a key factor
between other environmental factors which also has influences on marketing strategy
formulation.
In addition Iran may be considered as an instable exporter because of its
sanctions. Country image is one of the important terms in exporting activity which have
influences in export market competitions and also shows its importance in export market
development by country of origin. Country image is an intangible asset of a country.
Researches showed consumer perceptions are more country specific than brand specific
(Erickson et al., 1992; cited by Kim and Chung, 1997).
In a recent survey majority of respondents considered human right as a factor
which is important for them when they want to buy products of these countries. 65% of
respondents stated that they consider human rights of the origin country when they want
to buy their products (J.P., 2006).
As it is known one of the items that may participate to sanction approval to a
country is the culprit of in-considering human rights (Torbat, 2005; Zoubir, 2002),
although political concern of this effect is not related to this research, nonetheless it will
darken image of a country in international trades (J.P., 2006). Therefore customers of
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exporting markets may become hostile to products of a country because of sanctions that
country has had. Therefore consideration of sanction and its effect in context of
competition is recommended.
•

Effects of Export Market Competition on Marketing Strategy

Competition in Export marketing as stated above has influence on marketing
strategy, especially in adapting marketing mix elements (product, price, promotion and
distribution). Market competition comprises of several dimensions like number of
existing competitors and price competition and competition on products delivery and
services (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
The first step in understanding competition in market is to identify key
competitors. Because managers of a firm has not study all firms active in market instead
they must study key competitors or firms which are eligible to be key competitors, also
this investigation is needed because it help to formulating marketing strategy based on
considering key competitors' strategies and this will help to understand which firms have
oligopoly in market (Porac and Thomas, 1990; cited by Clark and Montgomery, 1999;
Clark and Montgomery, 1999). Gaining performance in business is a mean that will be
met if a firm active in exporting market finds its advantages against other competitors,
this step of strategic thinking will be achieved by understanding key competitors and
study their advantages and vulnerabilities and design based upon this investigation (Day
and Wensley, 1988). So understanding key competitors and potential competitors in
exporting market is the first step which must be taken in a competitive market. After
these firms were identified it's the time to work on their pricing strategies. A firm has to
be compared by its competitors in its prices in order to assess its pricing strategy as one
of the competitive strategies because customers notice to the price of product delivered to
them. Price occurred in different literatures as one of the customer judgments factors near
other factors, but one of the most important ones among others. When demand of market
and competitors in market are distinguishable noticing only to pricing and financial
comparison against other competitor firms will bring drawbacks. In this situation
differentiation occurs by delivering innovative strategies like new delivery system and
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caring delivery deadlines (Rao and Winter, 1978; cited by Day and Wensley, 1988; Day
and Wensley, 1988).
As it is showed sanction is one of the items in export market competition
construct and it had influence on image of country. Also researchers showed that there is
relation between marketing variables and image of a country throw the effectiveness of
these programs (Kim and Chung, 1997).
So construct stated above as export market competition and its factors (key
competitors, price, delivery deadline and sanction) are in relation with defining
competitive advantage and formulating marketing strategy, as literatures stated this (Day
and Wensley, 1988; (Day, 1984; Weitz, 1985); cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
This comparison between a firm and its competitors give insight and is a base for
developing export marketing strategies in different exporting markets (Lages and
Montgomery, 2004).
As discussed previous the work done by (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994) and also
(Cavusgil et al., 1993; cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004) considered only impact of
competition on product and promotion strategies. As the time passes competition
increases in markets. Although delivering standardized products decrease prices but there
is always a competitor exist which observe the needs of customers better, so for a firm
which wants to achieve competitive advantage against other competitors it is not
sufficient to consider only product or promotion strategies, instead participating all
marketing mix strategies (i.e. product, price, promotion and distribution) and adapting
them are needed by firms ((Hill and Still, 1984; Kotler, 1996); Cited by Lages and
Montgomery, 2004; Lages and Montgomery, 2004).

2.3.2 Relation between Export Market Development and Marketing
Strategy
Overall standard of living in a market is a criterion for understanding
development of an exporting market. It consists of level of economic development of a
country and education level of people in there (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
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Due to what discussed above for export market competition, export market
development also has influence on adaptation of marketing strategies. Firms which want
to export to these developed markets have to adapt themselves with these educated
customers. These markets have high level of cultures, economic power and educated
customers and this dictates firms to choose adaptive strategies. Firms active in these
markets have lower leadership and power on customers than firms active in developing or
less developed markets. In other words firms in developed countries go for adaptive
strategies while ones active in less developed countries go for standardized strategies
(Buzzell, 1968; (Lages and Jap, 2002; Sriram and Manu, 1995); cited by Lages and
Montgomery, 2004; Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
But rare situations may happen like when economies of scale are important for a
competitive or developed market. Also when similarities exist between domestic and
exporting market in this situation standardization strategy will be taken. But these
situations are not comparable with literature on competition, development and adaptation
strategy (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).

2.3.3 Effect of Export Market Competition on Firm's Commitment to
Export
Exporting and participate in exporting markets bring two contingent situations,
opportunities and threats. Term threat means managers in competitive markets are in
pressure to compete with their competitors and competition in these markets force
managers to show their commitment to markets. These commitments are in the hands of
managers of these firms. They can show there commitment and guide their organization
to commit to market. They can choose strategic decisions against their competitors and
find their competitive advantage while managers in less competitive markets goes for
existing opportunities and they are less committed to export markets because competition
is low in these markets (Cavusgil and Zou, 1994 ;(Cavusgil and Zou, 1993; Dutton, 1993;
Jain, 1989); cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
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2.3.4 Effect of Export Market Development on Firm's Commitment to
Export
Managers of firms exporting to less developed markets don’t feel the need to
commit to export for several reasons. One reason is that country of origin is important in
exporting; the phrase "Made In (name of country)" is the part of a product which shows
the country of origin significance. If a company establishes in Puerto Rico and produces
shoes the rate of buying is lower than the same firm when establishes in New York. This
is the importance of country of origin. Different literatures showed the country of origin,
like works did to show the importance of country of origin on general products by
((Anderson and Cunningham, 1972; Bannister and Saunders, 1978; Darling, undated;
Dornoff et al., 1974; Gaedeke, 1973; Krishnakumar, 1974; Lillis and Narayana, 1974;
Nagashima, 1970, 1977; Reierson, 1966; Wang, 1978; White, 1979); cited by Bilkey and
Nes, 1982), also the importance of country of origin on specific types of products
((Gaedeke, 1973; Hampton, 1977; Krishnakumar, 1974; Schooler, 1965, 1971; Schooler
and Wildt, 1968; Schooler and Sunoo, 1969; Reierson, 1966; Tongberg, 1972; White and
Cundiff, 1978); cited by Bilkey and Nes, 1982), moreover the importance of country of
origin on specific brands ((Gaedeke, 1973; Kincaid, 1970; Yaprak, 1978); cited by Bilkey
and Nes, 1982). These studies were done with surveys of customers in consumer and
industrial products both groups were tested for comparison criterion between less
developed countries products (LDC) and more developed countries products (MDC) and
also compare with various LDCs' products and different MDCs' products. The result was
the importance of country of origin on these three different groups of countries.
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Table 2-4 Different Works of Researchers to Show Effects of Country of Origin on Products. Source:
Bilkey and Nes, 1982

Effect of country of origin on
general products

Effect of country of origin on Effect of country
specific types products
of origin on
specific brands

Darling undated; Reierson 1966;
Nagashima 1970, 1977; Anderson
and Cunningham, 1972; Gaedeke
1973; Dornoff et al., 1974;
Krishnakumar 1974; Lillis and
Narayana 1974; Bannister and
Saunders 1978; Wang 1978; White
1979;

Schooler 1965, 1971;
Kincaid 1970;
Reierson 1966; Schooler and Gaedeke 1973;
Wildt 1968; Schooler and
Yaprak 1978;
Sunoo 1969; Tongberg 1972;
Gaedeke 1973;
Krishnakumar 1974;
Hampton 1977; White and
Cundiff 1978

Results have consensus in response of U.S., British, Finnish, Swedish, Japanese,
Guatemalan, Turkish, Indian, and Taiwanese respondents (Bilkey and Nes, 1982). So
managers of these developed countries are less committed to LDCs' customers because
these customers prefer products of these exporters than their own products (Bilkey and
Nes, 1982). Moreover exporters in convenient markets adapt themselves with these low
conditions. This idea has gotten from the interview with one of the Portuguese exporters
(Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
Moreover firms active in developed markets are in pressure to commit to market
and keep different types of customers with different tastes satisfy, keeping importers
satisfied is other matter for these exporters. Moreover the high level of development
brings economic development for these developed markets' customers and the result is
that their high buying power force managers to commit to these markets and observe
what they want (Buzzell, 1968; Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
So there is a positive relationship between level of export market development
and firm's commitment to exporting (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
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2.4

International Marketing Strategy
In this section once size of firms and its impacts on market strategy will be

discussed, and then two different types of strategy standardization and adaptation will be
mattered in the context of marketing strategy.

2.4.1 Impacts of Size on the Marketing Strategy
Resource constraints force small firms in choosing their export marketing strategy
from limited number of strategies, especially regard to their competitive advantage
(Porter, 1980; cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990) and the scope of the firm export
operations (Galbraith and Kazanjian, 1986; cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990). Cost
leadership strategy is almost impossible for a small firm because of shortage in resources
they have and also technology leadership is hard to achieve for a small firm and they
usually like to limit themselves to national markets and do not take risk of overseas.
But differentiation strategy is the suitable strategy for them in their exporting
ventures as stated by (Sandberg, 1986; cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990). Innovation
output or focusing on a narrow segment of market and producing specialty products in
order to observe product adaptation strategy is a successful strategy for small firms as
expressed by (Namiki, 1988; cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990). Also market niche
strategy and concentrating on this strategy for small exporter firms was the offered
strategy by (Culpan, 1989; cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990). Moreover persists on
adaptation strategy as a success factor for small firms active in exporting was the
successful strategy proposed by (Mattson, 1986; cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990). But
one research which did in US found that there is no difference between large firm
exporters and small size ones in product strategy and they both use medium level
technologies for their products, but in other items of marketing strategies large exporters
acted better than small exporters firms (Walters and Samiee, 1990).
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2.4.2

A

Contingency

Approach

to

the

Adaptation

versus

Standardization Strategy Controversy
The approach used here is contingency approach. This theory considers both
advantages and disadvantages of adaptation and standardization strategies. This theory is
also called middle of the road approach. This theory found its root in works by
((Boulding, 1956; Von Bertalanffy, 1951); cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004) and
also behavioral theory of the firm in the books written by ((Cyret and March, 1963;
March and Simon, 1958; Simon, 1957); cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
It is not important to choose adaptation strategy or standardization strategy, but it
is important to find the potential to choose adaptation or standardization in an
organization and also influencing factors to this selection (Buzzell, 1968; (Bartels, 1968;
Britt, 1974); cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004). In today's literatures, the degree of
standardization / adaptation finds importance based on perspective of ((Shoham, 1999;
Zou et al., 1997); cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004). So it is better to have a degree
of adaptation / standardization strategies rather than absolute strategies (Cavusgil and
Zou, 1994; Samiee and Roth, 1992; cited by Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
Also adaptation in consumer and industrial products is needed. In industrial
products because of differences in markets that product must be launched (like safety
factor in a lift for USA and Germany) and also in consumer products due to differences in
economic and cultural differences (Czinkota and Ronakainen, 2004; cited by Nordstrand
and Öhman, 2005).
Moreover it is worth to know that most researches covered comparing strategies
of firms in different markets. This statement means the degree which domestic market
strategies are applicable for foreign export markets (Cavusgil and Kirpalani, 1993; cited
by Lages and Montgomery, 2004; Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). This approach gives a better
understanding of antecedents and moderating factors of marketing strategies.
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So all possible marketing mix strategies (Product, Pricing, Promotion and
Distribution) chosen to study as marketing strategies and contingency approach applied
to them as stated below:
Product adaptation strategy defined as degree which: product of a domestic
market differs from product of export market in its name, designing and labeling method
and also exporting lines in that market. Pricing adaptation strategy defined as degree
which: factors of pricing strategy, benefits from credits in market, discounts considered in
market and its limitations of a domestic market differs from pricing of export market.
Promotion adaptation strategy defined as degree which promotion: advertising
instruments, purposes and allocated budget for it, relation with public or direct marketing
or mailing of a domestic market differs from promotion of export market. Distribution
adaptation strategy defined as degree which distribution: standard for selecting
distribution, transportation, required budget and channel of distribution of a domestic
market differs from distribution of export market (Lages and Montgomery, 2004).

Export market
competition

Satisfaction with
prior year's export
performance

Firm's
commitment to
exporting

Current adaptation of
marketing–mix
strategy to the foreign
market

Export market
development

Figure 2-1 Constructs and Their Effects on Firm Commitment to Exporting and Marketing Strategy.
Source: Lages and Montgomery, 2004
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This model is an appropriate model based on literatures stated in different sections
and considering this point that these authors (Lages and Montgomery, 2004, Lages et al.,
2005 and Lages et al., 2006) worked on export performance as an independent variable
and considered influence on marketing strategy in an empirical work (this is the first
empirical work did in this context).

2.4.3 Study on EMO as an Adaptive Marketing Strategy
Proactive and reactive marketing while there are competitors and other
environmental factors in markets and satisfying these customers were considered as
Export Market Oriented behavior or simply EMO behavior in work did by (Cadogan et
al., 2001).So it is obvious that EMO behavior can be dealt as a marketing strategy for a
firm and it can be compared with previous proposed model which was contingency
approach, standardization / adaptation.
With having EMO behavior in firm, information will be collected from customers
and will be disseminated in related departments of a firm and decision makers will decide
based upon this information (Cadogan et al., 2002; cited by Cadogan et al., 2006).
Their model of antecedents to EMO behavior stated below:
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Export Systems
Rewards
Training

Export Structures
EMO Behavior

Formalization
Centralization
Coordination

Export Development
Indicators
Commitment
Emphasis
Experience

Export Environment

Figure 2-2 Model of Antecedents and EMO Behavior. Source: Cadogan et al., 2006

•

Discussion about Antecedents to EMO Behavior

Exporters’ experience is an important criterion for choosing exporting managers.
Its importance is so high that Chinese exporting managers usually chosen based on their
familiarity and experience with exporting market. These managers are human resources
of an organization. Also researches show that Iranian managers are overly centralized
decision makers, this means decision makings always done in the layer of top managers
and exporting employees should implement these decisions only. This is also one of the
characteristics of Iranian organizations
Exporter's experience, commitment, centralization and can be considered as
human and organizational resources of an organization. These items can be stated as
organization assets and be used to show commitment to export. So these variables can be
considered in construct of firm commitment to exporting. But their correlation with this
factor should be tested in chapter 4.
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2.5

SMEs: Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
SMEs play a crucial role in market especially during recession of market and

when domestic growth is limited (Lages and Montgomery, 2004), although SMEs are so
important but most of researches targeted SMEs active in US market (Walters and
Samiee, 1990; Winer, 1998) and less researches on non US exporter SMEs even in
Europe which has around one fifth of total exports. This share of export has been stable
since 1990 (European Commission 2000) until 2004 (Lages and Montgomery, 2004)
which is also higher than US.
There is not any multi nationally accepted criterion for understanding which
factory is titled small and which of them is not. Based on selection (Walters and Samiee,
1990) taken on small firms they chose firms with employees with 1-99. They mentioned
that although this is an arbitrary selection but this selection delineates really small firms.
They stated this criterion has been used by other researchers in their findings like
works did by ((Culpan, 1989; Dun and Bradstreet, 1988); cited by Walters and Samiee,
1990).
SMEs are not subsidiaries, they are independent firms, but the number of
employees will not follow a common and certain rule around the world. Instead every
country defined its classification for number of employees for SME. Based on EU
definition SMEs have less than 250 employees, US classification consider less than 500
employees while some countries set limits for 200 employees while the rest have not any
clear definition for number of employees in their SMEs (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2003). There is also definitions in Iranian theses .Based on
Iran first “economic development plan” Iranian firms divided to large industries and
small firms, which the former consists of governmental firms with more than 500
employees and the latter has the number of employees less than 250 in medium firms.
Consider there are different classifications for dividing firms except the number of
employees, but there is not a common definition based on correct data for classification.
(Haj Azim Zanjani, 2007).
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Table 2-5 Definition of Exporter SMEs Around the World. Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, online

Country

Export Credit Agency

Definition

Australia

Export Finance and Business turnover not exceeding AUD 10
Insurance Corporation million (subject to change in
(EFIC)
the next 12 months)

Austria

Oesterreichische
Kontrollbank
Aktiengesellschaft
(OeKB)

Common European Union definition

Belgium

Ducroire/Delcredere

Annual turnover not exceeding EUR 5
million and overseas exports not
exceeding EUR 0.62 million

Canada

Export
Development Medium-sized exporters: total annual sales
Canada (EDC)
between CAD 5 million to 25
million; small sized exporters: total annual
sales less than CAD 5 million;
emerging exporters: total annual export
sales less than CAD 1 million

Czech Rep

Export Guarantee and Common European Union definition
Insurance Corporation
(EGAP)

Denmark

Eksport Kredit Fonden No specific definition for SME exporters
(EKF)

Finland

Finnvera plc

France

Compagnie
d'Assurance
Commerce
(COFACE)

Germany

Hermes
KreditversicherungsAktiengesellschaft
(HERMES)

Common European Union definition
Française No specific definition for SME exporters
pour le
Extérieur
Maximum 500 employees
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Table 2-6 Definition of Exporter SMEs Around the World. Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, online (continued)

Country

Export Credit Agency

Definition

Greece

Export Credit Insurance No specific definition for SME exporters
Organisation (ECIO)

Hungary*

Hungarian Export Credit Maximum 250 employees, less than 4
Insurance Ltd. (MEHIB) billion HUF (USD 16 000) turnover
Eximbank
or maximum balance sheet total of 2.7
billion HUF (USD 10 800) and
fulfils the interdependence criteria

Italy

Istituto per i Servizi Common European Union definition
Assicurativi del Credito
all'Esportazione (SACE)

Japan

Nippon Export and No specific definition for SME exporters
Investment
Insurance
(NEXI)

Japan

Japan
Bank
for No specific definition for SME exporters
International
Cooperation (JBIC)

Korea

Korea Export Insurance Maximum 300 employees and net assets not
Corporation (KEIC)
exceeding 8 billion Korean
Won (USD 6.1 million) for manufacturing
firms

Luxembourg Office
(ODL)

du

Ducroire No specific definition for SME exporters

Mexico*

Banco
National
de Enterprises grossing less than USD 2
Comercio Exterior, SNC million
(Bancomext)

Netherlands

Nederlandsche
Credietverzekering

Maximum 99 employees

Maatschappij (NCM)
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Table 2-7 Definition of Exporter SMEs Around the World. Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, online (continued)

Country

Export Credit Agency

Norway

Garanti-Instituttet
Eksportkreditt
(GIEK)

Definition

for Maximum 250 employees, annual turnover
less than NOK 300 million or
total assets less than NOK 200 million.

Poland

Export Credit Insurance Common European Union definition
Corporation (KUKE)

Portugal

Companhia de Seguro No specific definition for SME exporters
de
Créditos,
S.A.
(COSEC)

Spain

Compania Espanola de No specific definition for SME exporters
Seguros de Credito a la
Exportacion,
S.A.
(CESCE)

Sweden

Exportkreditnämnden
(EKN)

Switzerland

Geschäftsstelle für die No specific definition for SME exporters
Exportrisikogarantie
(ERG)

Turkey*

Export Credit Bank of Maximum 200 employees with fixed assets
Turkey
(Türk (except for land and
Eximbank)
buildings) less than USD 2 million in
manufacturing

United

Export
Guarantee
(ECGD)

Kingdom
United
States

No specific definition for SME exporters

Credits Common European Union definition
Department

Export-Import Bank of Maximum 500 employees or net gross
the
United
States revenues, which differ depending
(Eximbank)
on industry sector and subsector

Notes: *Country which does not participate in OECD Arrangement on Guidelines for OfficiallySupported Export Credits.
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2.5.1 Importance of Research on SMEs
This section mainly discusses about firm size then describes SMEs and why it is
worth to study on SMEs.
•

Firm Size

Studies say that firm size is important in the context of performance so as the
larger the firm is the position for export is better, because they have factors which small
firms do not have. The major problem is that small firms have not access to sufficient
resources for export. They are handicapped for these needed resources to export for
example R&D or having experienced managers. Also they are limited in scale of
production which limits these firms in international markets. Moreover their usual
activity in domestic markets and exporting is a managerial activity in these small firms
(Lages and Montgomery, 2004).
Despite the arguments stated above there are works done on the opposite side of
ideas stated above like works did by ((Abdel-Malek, 1978; Bilkey and Tesar, 1977,
Cavusgil, 1984; Czinkota and Johnston, 1983; Snavely, 1964); cited by Walters and
Samiee, 1990). They said that there isn't strong relationship between firm size and export
performance. They said firm size is not a consensus variable for export performance
which means that there may be a nonlinear or discontinuous relationship between firm
size and export performance. Also it is possible that firm size is important in some stages
of export development, but not all of them (Bilkey and Tesar, 1978; cited by Walters and
Samiee, 1990).
Model stated below is represented to debate various discussions on size of an
exporting firm. Creators of this model chose export commitment (as a behavioral factor),
export strategy and export arrangements (like a structure for export) as direct factors
while they chose contextual factors as indirect factors on the export performance (Walters
and Samiee, 1990).
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Figure 2-3 One Export Performance Model. Source: Walters, P.G.P. and Samiee, S., 1990

They mean 2 categories in contextual factors: position of a firm and industry
environment. Authors thought that contextual factors have direct influence on behavioral
factors, strategies and structures of export.
They considered management commitment as a direct factor for export
performance besides management commitment takes higher role in small firms ((Axinn,
1988; Cavusgil, 1980; Kirpalani and Macintosh, 1980; Mattson, 1986; Reid, 1980); cited
by Walters and Samiee, 1990). Because of limited resources that these firms have for
export and also the fact that these firms are more successful if they act in a national
market, they will be in less agile to be exporter.
In the case of differences between culture, economy and geography of the firm
and its international markets there is a need to obtain and analyze information related to
current and potential markets (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; cited by Walters and Samiee,
1990) the role of managerial experience loses its importance and some other terms like
planning, R&D, investment find their roles. All of these items related to structure of
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export in a firm which is better established in large firms. But (Malekzadeh and
Rabino,1986; cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990) are on the opposite side and say that
strategic thinking and planning has more importance in small exporters than large ones.
Moreover they found that 65 percent of small exporters had third joint party to handle
their needed planning and R&D tasks for exporting.
So (Burton and Schlegelmilch, 1987; Hirsch and Adar, 1974; Hunt et al., 1967;
Reid, 1982; Tookey, 1964); cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990) considered large firms in
better position to export because of access to resources, but ((Abdel-Malek, 1978; Bilkey
and Tesar, 1977; Cavusgil, 1984; Czinkota and Johnston, 1983; Snavely, 1964); cited by
Walters and Samiee, 1990) said there is not strong relationship between firm size and
export performance, the relation may not be exist in all parts of export performance or
may be relation is not linear. ((Axinn, 1988; Cavusgil, 1980; Kirpalani and Macintosh,
1980; Mattson, 1986; Reid, 1980); cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990) considered
managerial commitment to export specially in SMEs. Structural factors of a firm and size
of firm mattered by (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; cited by Walters and Samiee, 1990)
considered important, but (Malekzadeh and Rabino, 1986; cited by Walters and Samiee,
1990) expressed strategic thinking are more important in SMEs.
Table 2-8 Importance of Size of Firm in Better Position for Eexport. Source: Walters and Samiee, 1990

Relationship

Strong
Weak
relationship
relationship
between size and between
size
export
and
export
performance
performance

Tookey,
1964;
Hunt et al., 1967;
Hirsch and Adar,
1974; Reid, 1982;
Group
of
Burton
and
researchers
Schlegelmilch,
1987; cited by
Walters
and
Samiee 1990

Importance
of
Structural
factors and
size of firm
in export

Weak
relationship
between
structural
factors
and
size of firm in
export

Snavely, 1964; Johanson
Bilkey
and and Vahlne,
Tesar,
1977; 1977
Abdel-Malek,
1978; Czinkota
and Johnston,
1983; Cavusgil,
1984;

Malekzadeh
and
Rabino1986;
cited
by
Walters
and
Samiee, 1990
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Therefore considering size of firm in the context of export performance is worth
to study and especially case of small firms studied better in the literatures.

2.6

Literature Review Summary
In this section a review of previous chapters will be shown. This is summary of

literatures stated previous.
This research started with international marketing classification, after literatures
presented in this area, stream of research reached to exporting as an activity in
international marketing with its importance and implications. A historical review showed
its development in less than one century until now. Then in order to work on results of
export the assessment of it was presented. Research guided to term performance with
help of terms like effectiveness. Different works which tried to show assessing
performance of export discussed. Also performance factors in small firms stated. Then
was the turn of satisfaction which came as a helping term which shaded a light in
performance assessment and opened discussion of psychological effects. The results of
working on effect of export performance on commitment to export and definition of
marketing strategy showed.
In another try to build a framework for export, research reached to term
commitment which was an organizational factor. Then this term defined because of its
roles in exporting. Afterward based on literatures its items showed. The work started with
its main factor which was commitment of managers, and then task continued with
discussion on other resources of organization especially human and financial resources
and finally researches showed reason for presence of planning as an organization
resource. These items extracted from different literatures and showed their importance of
presence as organizational factors. This section finished with showing the importance of
commitment to export on objective of this research which was marketing strategy.
In order to find other important effects in exporting activity, researches showed
two other constructs, export market competition appeared as a an important factor which
its presence dictates some limitations and rules on marketing strategy and commitment of
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an exporting firm, so it is presented. Other factor was development of a market which
brought some principles and cultures for a firm which wants to continue or start its
exporting activity, therefore this construct and its effect on marketing strategy and export
commitment stated.
Another part of research dedicated to SMEs as the firms that this study should be
implemented. In that section different literature showed that they worked on SMEs too.
Their reasons and their names stated in different tables in this section.
With help of studies did on size of firm; research came to one of its objectives
which was definition of strategy. In there marketing mix strategy presented and
importance of considering all 4Ps stated in today's business needs.
It will be very easy to understand and referable if a table presented that describes
different constructs and relations. This table is stated below.
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Table 2-9 Literatures Reviewed in Context of Export and Effects of Constructs on Firm's Commitment to Exporting and Marketing Strategy

Effect of market competition
on marketing strategy

Effects of export Market
development on marketing
strategy

Effects of export market
competition on firm's
commitment to exporting

Effects of export market
development on firm's
commitment to exporting

(Rao and Winter, 1978; cited
by Day and Wensley, 1988)

(Buzzell, 1968; Lages and Jap,
2002;cited by Lages and
Montgomery, 2004; Sriram and
Manu, 1995; cited by Lages
and Montgomery, 2004)

(Cavusgil and Zou, 1993;
Dutton, 1993; Jain, 1989); cited
by Lages and Montgomery,
2004)

Table of country of origin

(Day, 1984; Hill and Still,
1984; Jain, 1989; Weitz,
1985); cited by Lages and
Montgomery, 2004)

By Buzzell, 1968;
Bilkey and Nes, 1982;
Lages and Montgomery, 2004

(Cavusgil and Zou, 1994)

(Quelch and Hoff, 1986; cited
by Johnson and Arunthanes,
1995)
(Cavusgil et al., 1993; cited by
Cavusgil and Zou, 1994; Day
and Wensley, 1988)
Johnson and Arunthanes,
1995; Kotler, 1996; cited by
Lages and Montgomery, 2004
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Table 2-7 Literatures Reviewed in Context of Export and Effects of Constructs on Firm's Commitment to Exporting and Marketing Strategy (Continued)

Export performance as
independent variable

Export performance as
dependent variable

Export performance as an
independent variable and
effects on marketing strategy
(Empirical works)

Effect of Firm commitment to
export on marketing strategy

Strategic Management Journal,
The Academy of Management
Journal and Journal & The
Administrative Science
Quarterly (1993-1994-1995):
15 times from 124 articles

Strategic Management Journal,
The Academy of Management
Journal and Journal & The
Administrative Science
Quarterly (1993-1994-1995):
88 times from 124 articles

(Lages, 2000; Lages and Jap,
2003); cited by Lages and
Montgomery, 2004; Lages et
al., 2005; Lages et al., 2006

(Wiener and Vardi, 1980; cited
by Lages and Montgomery,
2004)

Organizational Behavior and
Human Decision Process,
Organization science (19931994-1995): 5 times from 57
articles

Organizational Studies (19931994-1995): 5 times from 7
articles
Organizational Behavior and
Human Decision Process,
Organization science (19931994-1995): 42 times from 57
articles

(Angle and Perry 1981;
Snavely et al., 1964; cited by
Christensen et al., 1987)
(Mowday et al., 1982; cited by
Randall, 1987)
Randall, 1987
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Chapter 3
Research Methodology and Data Analysis
Framework

3. Introduction

In previous section a review on literatures related to concepts of this research has
been stated. Now in this phase procedure of data analysis will be given in order to
prepare the procedure of the thesis to reach to next chapter which is results of statistical
analysis and its implementation. This chapter will open the context with questionnaire
and variables of this research then go sample and its subcategories and also
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preprocessing steps took to prepare data. Finally this part ends with statistical analysis
and describing exploratory and confirmatory phase. This discussion will be closed and in
the next chapter results of these analyses will be shown.

3.1 Questionnaire
This section will be started with definitions in different types of variables like
demographic which will be used in descriptive statistics and constructs. The
questionnaire used for this research has been adopted from (Cadogan et al., 2006; J.P.,
2006; Lages and Montgomery, 2004). But these questions were meaningfully not
verbally translated to Persian language and tested in different steps of pilot tests with
professors, highly participated managers and students. Also it will be stated in chapter 4
that correlations of these questions (indicators) with their relative factors tested too.
Sample questionnaire is in the Appendix 1.

3.1.1 Construct
Questions of the questionnaires were designed to measure following factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Centralization of decision making
Commitment to exporting
Following adaptive / standardized strategies
Behavioral perceptions in mind of managers related to success in export task
Variables of exporting markets

With help of the literature review of articles, important factors were extracted.
Also by working on the key articles (Cadogan et al., 2006; Lages and Montgomery,
2004) main latent factors were extracted in order to study if these factors are
representative of their indictors or not.
These questionnaires were designed to go deeply through these latent factors:
•
•
•

Satisfaction with prior year export performance
Firm commitment to export
Adaptation / Standardization of 4P strategies ( Product, Price, Promotion and
Distribution)
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•
•

Export market competition
Export market development

3.1.2 Indicators
With help of key articles (Cadogan et al., 2006; J.P., 2006; Lages and
Montgomery, 2004), variables related to constructs have been prepared. These indicators
were:
Table 3-1 Indicators List

1

Export sales volume (unit sales)

2

Export sales revenue

3

Export profitability

4

Market share in the main importing market

5

Overall export performance

6

Darken image of Iran due to sanctions

7

Extent of price competition in the industry

8

Competition in the accomplishment of delivery deadlines

9

Competition in the industry

10

Degree of country's development

11

Level of consumer education in the importing country

12

Planning for this export venture

13

Amount of human resources involved in the exporting activity

14

Degree of management commitment to exporting

15

financial resources for exporting compare to those used for the domestic market

16

Centralization of managers’ decision making even in small matters

17

Centralization of managers’ decision making in every task
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Table 3-1 Indicators List (Continued)

18

Ability to identify source of market information

19

base of specific information on overseas market legislation/regulations relative to
company's products/ business

20

Product brand name

21

Product design

22

Product labeling

23

Variety of the main exporting product line

24

Product quality

25

Advertising theme

26

Media channels for advertising

27

Promotion objective

28

Budget for promotion

29

Public relations emphasis

30

Direct marketing/ mailing

31

Determination of pricing strategy

32

Concession of credit

33

Price discounts policy

34

Price Margins

35

Criteria for distribution selection

36

Transportation strategy

37

Distribution budget

38

Distribution network
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3.1.3 Demographic Variables
In order to complete descriptive statistics and finding some general information
about the respondents some demographic variables designed as following:
Table 3-2 Demographic Variables

1 Number of Staff
•
•
•

Less than 10
Between 10 and 50
Between 50 and 250

2 Product Type:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dairy & Protein
Concentrate & Drinking
Produce & Nuts
Cereal & Oiled Seed's Crops
Sweets
Different combinations of above products

3 Export activity region
•
•
•
•
•
•
4

Middle East
Asia / Oceania
Europe
America
Africa
Different combinations of above regions

Organizational position of respondent
•
•
•
•
•

Managing Director
Commercial Manager
Export Manager
Sales Manager
Other Decision Makers

3.2 Sampling
The process of selecting units (such as people and organizations) from population
of interest is called sampling. The main point is that the sample should be population
representative if it is needed to generalize. One of the approaches for generalization of
samples is called sampling model. The first step is identifying the population liked to
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generalize the sample to it. Then drawing fair sample from the population and conducting
the research. Then the sample can be generalized to the population because it is a
representative one (Trochim, 2005). In order to generalize sample, sample must have
external validity. External validity means how approximate are truth of propositions,
inferences or conclusions.

Figure 3-1 The Sampling Model for External Validity. Source: Trochim, 2005

The focus of this research is on exporters. Based on meetings with managers of
Iranian export development center, attending in different export exhibitions, study
databases of Iran Trade Development Center and Tehran industrial estates co. and other
export sources, category of food industry exporters were chosen. Because of the
following reasons:
•
•
•

Numerous producers, forwarders and exporters
Low cost of materials
Low tech. industry
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3.2.1 Sample Size
With help of supports and techniques stated above around 980 questionnaires
were posted to exporter firms around provinces of Iran with help of Iran Industrial Estates
Co. and those were collected with help of this governmental firm. After several months
nearly 308 samples returned. From these 272 cases were valid. In the following
techniques of handling missed data will be mattered.
This number of returned questionnaires with estimated formula for sample size is
sufficient.
The estimated formula says: find the highest number among number of constructs
or number of indicators of a construct then multiply it by 10. This will provide the least
number of acceptable sample sizes.
The number of constructs which is higher than the number of indicators of a
construct is 8. Then its product by 10 will result in 80 < 308 where it is accepted. The
response rate 31.4% was suitable for this research. Because most of respondents were top
managers and they were busy or unwilling to answer.
Reasons of low response rate:
•
•
•
•

Unwillingness to reply
Not anymore exporter
Forget to send ( In spite of strong follow-up in this step)
Losses due to human errors

After analyzing and cleansing these 308 questionnaires about 36 of them were
removed from the sample because of unanswered questions and irrelevancy of data.
Finally 272 samples were remained.

3.2.2 Data Coding
As discussed in chapter one, this research benefits mixed modes research types.
Qualitative responses to questions were determined by Likert-type response where
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qualitative statements likes strongly disagree, disagree, Neutral, agree and strongly agree
mapped to numbers from 1 to 5.

3.2.3 Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing prepare data for the next step which is factor analysis. In order
to cleaning data to work on them for analysis some of the questionnaires which filled
carelessly or have several missing values should be removed. This step allocated for
missing values, outliers and table of data.

3.2.3.1 Missed Data
In order to handle questionnaires with missed data, different techniques chosen.
Those are record elimination, substitution with mean and casewise (Statistica
(Version7.0) [data analysis software system]. StatSoft Inc.). From 308 returned
questionnaires, 272 cases remained valid after performing missed data handling
techniques. Some of them removed and cases with less than 5 empty indicators were
substituted with mean or case wise completion.

3.3 Data Analysis Framework
This part of the research will go for the statistical analysis and talks about two
different phase of this research. The following diagrams and literatures related to
multivariate analyses are extracted from (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955; Ho, 2006; Myatt,
2006; Sharma, 1996; Trochim, 2005, …), as following:
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Figure 3-2 Research Hierarchy. Source: Cronbach and Meehl, 1955; Ho, 2006; Myatt, 2006; Sharma, 1996;
Trochim, 2005, …
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3.3.1 Exploratory Phase
Exploratory phase goes deeply through data and find the possible relations. Its
exploratory factor analysis will help to find latent factors from the data and not from the
hypothesized model based on estimated correlations. Also its cluster analyses will help to
better clustering respondents which help to better understand them based on their
responses to specific questions and will help to deeply investigate the opinions of
respondents on a specific question (Sharma, 1996).

3.3.1.1 Descriptive Statistics
This is a part of statistical analysis which calculates basic statistics such as mean,
standard deviation, correlation and covariance of each variable. These statistics will help
to better understand the general information about respondents’ answers. Results are
shown in chapter 4.

3.3.1.2 Cluster Analysis
In clustering, the data will be clustered into homogenous clusters. If a cluster is
rather far from other clusters or has very specific characters or is an outlier cluster, it will
be discarded in this phase because it may decrease the accuracy of the predictive models.
The main objectives of this phase is removing outliers and, meanwhile, introducing new
homogenous groups based on cases similarities and dissimilarities for the evaluation
phase which will be discussed. Cluster analysis is a specific technique for clustering
observations. Its objective is to homogenize observations respect to variables of that
cluster. There are several steps which should be taken in cluster analysis as follow: in the
first step a similar item selected for measurement, then type of clustering will be selected
and then is the turn of clustering method (i.e. centroid or hierarchical), after finding
number of clusters the clusters will be analyzed, So cluster analysis group observations
and with help of cluster analysis and descriptive statistics outliers are detected (Sharma,
1996) .The method of clustering was K-means Clustering. But the number of clusters was
unknown and they have been chosen with help of Ward’s rule (The Ward's method does
not compute distances between clusters. Rather, it forms clusters by maximizing within83

clusters homogeneity) in Joining method (Tree Clustering) (Sharma, 1996). Relationships
between cases are extracted and can be studied, as it is stated in the next chapter.

3.3.1.3 Rotation
Rotation helps researcher to better understand factors by sampling its structure.
Rotation is orthogonal and oblique. Orthogonal rotation which is more common one
divides to varimax and quartimax. In varimax indicators load in a way that have highest
loading with a construct and the lowest loading with others. In quartimax rotation all
indicators should have highest correlation with a common factor and also each indicator
has to have a high correlation with another factor and near zero correlation with other
factors (Sharma, 1996). In this research it is intended to find latent factors related to
indicators and not a common factor, so varimax rotation selected and loadings higher
than 0.45 highlighted.

3.3.1.4 Cleaned Data
In order to perform exploratory factor analyses it is needed to have prepared data.
These data are cleaned data. Cleaned or organized data are the data prepared with the
help of previous stages. These data are ready for running the exploratory factor analysis
phase.

3.3.1.5 Exploratory Factor Analysis
For example indicators shown in figure are for measuring adaptation of product
strategy, these five questions have related errors of measurement and this entire group is
for describing a latent factor that based on exploratory factor analysis judged to be there.
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Figure 3-3 Factor and its Indicators

Factor analyses help to find the latent factors behind data. These data have
information and these information is needed and the mean of statistical analysis. Factor
analysis in this step with help of loadings, communalities and estimations prepare the
way to interpret these data and find common factors behind data (Sharma, 1996).

Some keywords used in this section are:
•

Correlation Matrix

Correlation is one of the most important and useful key terms. It describes the
degree of relationship between two variables. Matrix of correlation is a symmetric matrix
which its diagonal is 1 and only one triangle of this matrix is useful, because the upper
triangle is the mirror of the lower one (Sharma, 1996). In this research as it will be shown
in chapter 4, correlations computed with Statistica 7. But when a correlation computed its
significance should be tested to show this correlation is not happened by chance (Sharma,
1996). So two mutually exclusive hypotheses will be:
H0: r = 0
H1: r ≠ 0
The common significance level is α = 0.05 which means in this test in every 100
cases only correlation of 5 cases out of 100 happened by chance. Also α = 0.001 has been
used.
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Tests in this research are two tailed ones because they want to check unequal
relations.
With these pieces of information (α = 0.05 or α = 0.001) and type of test (twotailed) the significance level of correlation will be tested. Every correlation greater than
the positive critical values of (α = 0.05: 0.4438) and (α = 0.001) and also less than their
negative values are in the accepted region of the two tailed test. If it happens the null
hypothesis will be rejected and that correlation will be accepted based on its level of
significance.
P-Value is a kind of probability and is the surface under the graph of distribution.
It is the lowest possible probability to reach to a hypothesized value or higher than that
(Myatt, 2006). So with help of p-value following statements are available:
H0: rejected if p-value < α
H1: accepted if p-value > α
•

Structural Loadings

The correlation between a factor and any indicator is called the structure loading
or simply loading of the indictor (Sharma, 1996). This loading will be computed in
chapter 4.
•

Communalities

Communality shows the degree that an indicator is a good or reliable measure of
the factor. Higher communality shows better measuring factor with indicator.
Communality of each indicator is calculated by the square of its loading (Sharma, 1996).
•

Eigenvalues

The total communality between all the variables and a factor is eigenvalue of the
factor. So it is the variance accounted by the factor. An accepted rule says eigenvalues of
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standardized data should be greater than 1. It means the amount of variance of a
component should be at least equal to one variable. This technique and following Scree
plot graph helps in defining number of factors. However (Cliff, 1988; cited by Sharma
1996) it is mentioned that this is risky to rely on eigenvalues-greater-than-one rule for
determining the appropriate number of factors, but it is noted that using Minimum
average Partial Correlation (MAP) is for large sample sizes with large number of
indicators per factor (Zwick and Velicer, 1986; cited by Sharma 1996).
•

Scree Plot

It is the plot of eigenvalues. An acceptable cutoff which also used by softwares
like Statistica is eigenvalue above 1 (it is described in eigenvalues). These above 1
eigenvalues are also shown in screeplot and can be checked by graph of eigenvalues
(Screeplot) too (Sharma, 1996).
•

Shared Variance

Shared variance is the variance between an indicator and its factor, so
communality is the same as shared variance between indictor and its factor (Sharma,
1996).
•

Unique Variance

It is the result of 1 minus total variance. Total variance is the sum of the variances
of direct and indirect effects of factors on an indicator (Sharma, 1996). So it is obvious
with a little bit changes these terms can be used interchangeably. They will be discussed here
because of their usage in next chapter.

•

PCF or PAF

Two most common techniques for exploratory factor analysis are Principle
Component factoring (PCF) and Principal Axis Factoring (PAF). In PCF it is assumed
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that communality of each indicator is one, in other words the error or unique variance is
zero. In PAF first an estimate of the communalities and then an estimate of factors will be
done. PAF empower with an iterative procedure for finding estimate of communality and
factors. The stop point for this iteration is when communalities converge (Sharma, 1996).

3.3.2 Confirmatory Phase
Exploratory analysis on the data has been done. Outliers are removed and clusters
of cases have been detected. Data are cleaned with the tasks done in preprocessing of
data. Relations between factors and indictors with help of exploratory factor analysis
have been found. Hidden factors are estimated and findings checked with experts’
opinion to check the external validity of findings with their ideas.

3.3.2.1 Building Fitting Dataset & Validation Dataset
It is important to prepare a data set prior to modeling as illustrated in Figure (3-2).
It is feasible that one says the data used to test the model make the analysis not
confirmatory (i.e. the data in exploratory phase helps to find factors, using data in
confirming model may not be completely acceptable) (Myatt, 2006). To do a
confirmatory analysis it is good to divide the sample in two parts. One section is the
testing sample extracted from sample for validating model and then generalizing on the
remained cases of sample which are fitting data. In this research number of cases are 272.
Then around

of data were selected. These 72 cases dedicated to validating model and it

is called validation data. Remained data which is 200 cases is going to be used for fitting
the main part of sample. In other words with validating model with validation data, the
way will be facilitated to go for fitting data.
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3.3.2.2 Reliability Testing
If nothing changes in the population between two investigations in the same
purpose, it is reliable. In order to prevent error of interviewer and interviewee and bias
responses, this test has been done. It helps to find a common factor behind the related
indicators. There are two groups of Cronbach’s α, one α for each group of indicators and
their factor, and the other α for all indicators of the research. Based on (Cronbach and
Meehl, 1955) reliability testing has been done with help of Cronbach’s alpha in order to
investigate the validity of each construct. An accepted and usual cut-off is 0.7. So values
of constructs greater than 0.7 were accepted and the rest were rejected. Detail analysis of
reliability tests will be shown in chapter 4.

3.3.2.3 Confirmatory Factor Analysis
In exploratory phase structure of the factor model is not known and instead, data
are used to reveal the structure of factor model. Thus exploratory phase helps theory
building. In confirmatory phase structure of the model which is based on some
underlying theories is hypothesized. So in this section empirical data helps to confirm
proposed model. The software used for confirmatory phase is Amos 16 from Amos
Development Corporation. Amos is one of the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)
softwares. It is very competent in graphical representation of model, indicators and
correlations (Arbuckle, 2006. Amos (Version 16.0) [Computer Program]. Chicago:
SPSS). Amos uses maximum likelihood (ML) for estimating parameters. Maximum
likelihood estimate tries to find highest possible estimation or probability of parameters.
It is scale invariant. This means that irrespective of correlation or covariance, results are
the same. Degree of freedom is the number of possible equations minus number of
parameters. Three cases may happen related to number of equations and parameters. First
case is underidentified model which number of equations is less than parameter. This
model can be confirmed only with help of some constraints. Second case is when the
number of equations is the same as number of parameters. This will result in exactly one
solution. Finally, the third case is when number of equations are higher than number of
parameters. This model is overidentified. An underidentified model cannot be estimated
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and a unique solution does not exist for it. Although a just identified model is
measurable, but it is not very informative as an exact solution exists for any sample
covariance matrix. That is, the fit between the estimated and the sample covariance
matrix will always be perfect. Therefore it is not possible to determine if the model fits
the data. The overidentified model will not result in perfect fitting. The number of
overidentified equations shows the degrees of freedom (Sharma, 1996).
Confirmatory factor analysis runs for:
1. Estimating the parameters of hypothesized factor model, given the sample
covariance or correlations
2. To determine how close is the estimated variance of the model with variance
of the samples.
In order to estimate and use of numbers from hypothesized model, it is needed to
assess model fit. If the model sufficiently fitted data, the researcher can go for estimating
and using other values. Statistical tool for finding overall model fit is X2 test and its
heuristic tool is Goodness-of-fit indexes (Sharma, 1996).

3.3.2.4 Goodness of Fit
From the predicted model a group of covariances estimated, also with actual data
other covariances calculated which is called actual covariance. The Goodness-of-fit
check the extent these two covariances are corresponds to each other. Two common
forms of these criteria are absolute fit measures and incremental ones. (Ho, 2006).
•

Absolute Fit Measures

The degree which proposed model predicts the observed covariance matrix will
be understood with help of absolute fit measures (Ho, 2006). Some common measures
are chi-square statistic, the Goodness-of-Fit Index and Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation.
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o The X2 Test

X2 is used to test the null and alternative hypotheses:
H0: ∑ = ∑ (θ)
Ha: ∑ ≠ ∑ (θ)
H0 means the hypothesized model fits the data and alternative hypothesis means a
model other than the proposed model fits the data (Sharma, 1996).
Where ∑ is the population matrix and ∑ (θ) is the covariance matrix from the
vector of parameters defining the hypothesized model. The Sample covariance (S) will be
used instead of ∑ and estimated covariance matrix ( ) will be used instead of ∑ (θ)
where ∑ ( ) = . With these estimations null hypothesis is S =

or S-

= 0. It means

the difference between the sample matrix and estimated covariance matrix is zero
matrixes. Note that in this case it is desirable to accept the null hypothesis. The result of
accepting null hypothesis is that model fits data. (Sharma, 1996)
o Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) & Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA)

X2 is very sensitive to sample size and in large sample sizes a little change in
model fit will be statistically significant. So it is needed to substitute it with a different
method. This method should be sample independent and it can be used widely (Sharma,
1996).
Goodness-of-fit index (GFI) (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1989; cited by Sharma,
1996); GFI adjusted for degrees of freedom (AGFI); and Root Mean Square Residual
(RMSR) which in this research (RMR) is the output of Amos 16. GFI represents the
amount of variances and covariances in the sample predicted by model. GFI <= 1 is for
the hypothesized model that do not completely fit the data. The question is that when the
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data approximately fits the data? One highly accepted cutoff says when GFI > 0.9, also
researchers say AGFI > 0.8 (Sharma, 1996). RMSR is scale dependent so it has no upper
bond and should be compared to other competent models, so it is not a good
measurement index. Also the other estimating factor results from model are Root Mean
Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) (Ho, 2006; Sharma, 1996). In one of the key
articles (Lages and Montgomery, 2004) it is 0.045. Detailed analysis of this section will
be shown in chapter 4.
•

Incremental Fit Measures

The other validation indices are incremental fit measures: McDonald’s
transformation of noncentrality measures (MDN); Relative noncentrality Index (RNI).
High values of MDN are recommended for good models. TLI and RNI are relative fit
indexes that results from comparing the hypothesized model (null model) with some base
models are achieved (Sharma, 1996).
Incremental fit indexes of Amos 16 (Arbuckle, 2006. Amos (Version 16.0)
[Computer Program], Chicago: SPSS) based on glossary contents are:
Normed Fit Index (NFI; Bentler and Bonett, 1980; cited by Arbuckle, 2006),
Relative Fit Index (RFI; Bollen, 1986; cited by Arbuckle, 2006), Incremental Fit Index
(IFI; Bollen, 1989b; cited by Arbuckle, 2006), Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI; Bentler and
Bonett, 1980; cited by Arbuckle, 2006) and Comparative Fit Index (CFI; Bentler, 1990;
cited by Arbuckle, 2006).
The required formulas for these calculations are in the text books and Amos 16
uses these formulas. A highly accepted cutoff says these numbers should be higher than
0.9 (Sharma, 1996).
As stated above, if the model fits the data it is a valid measurement model and
finding absolute and incremental fit measures are reasonable. Therefore this measurement
model is ready to start for doing Structural Equation Modeling.
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3.3.3 SEM
In Confirmatory Factor Analysis effects among indicators and factors investigated
and each of these factors confirmed. In this step Structural Equation Modeling is used to
go through effects among factors. Again in this section absolute and incremental fit
measures will be used to investigate the fitting of structural model to data after
establishing the effects among factors. In this chapter with help of p-value the output of
Amos 16 will be compared to different significance levels and accepted and rejected
hypotheses will be determined. It will facilitate the way of understanding the answer to
research questions. Detailed analysis of these data will be shown in chapter 4.Then
finding estimates with help of Structural Equation Modeling will be commenced.
Detailed results will be provided in chapter 4. The output is the valid structural model
which will be used for the last purpose of this research which is testing the hypotheses
and research questions.
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Chapter 4
Statistical Analysis Results

4. Introduction

In previous section two different factor analyses, their literatures and their
applicable usage for this research has been proposed. That section went throw analysis
the procedure and techniques of data analysis of this research. Now in this section
numerical data will be computed based on the techniques stated in previous chapter.
Applied softwares of this section were Statistica7 for descriptive statistics and cluster
analysis. Amos 16 for confirmatory factor analysis and SEM.
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Based on above notes this section divided to finding values of exploratory factor
analysis and confirmatory factor analysis. At the end Structural Equation Modeling will
help to find values of hypothesis and research questions which empower previous
judgments and prepare the research to enter to chapter 5 which propose applicable
recommendations.
Note that used formula chosen and adapted from (Sharma, 1996: Chapter5, 6),
Arbuckle, 2006, Amos (Version 16.0) [Computer Program]. Chicago: SPSS and
Statistica (Version7.0) [data analysis software system]. StatSoft Inc.

4.1 Exploratory Phase
This section consists of data finding for descriptive statistics, finding clusters of
data and also finding outputs of software for exploratory analyses of factors.

4.1.1 Descriptive Statistics
Tables stated below are detailed descriptive statistics based on Statistica 7.

4.1.1.1 Mean and STD of Variables
In the following tables are mean and standard deviations of indicators.
Table 4-1 Means and Standard Deviations of Data

Means

Std.Devs

Means

Std.Devs

ER

5.761029 6.621966

APTS1

2.308824 1.495453

PT

5.393382 5.730384

APTS2

2.393382 1.466613

NOS

1.786765 0.975025

APTS3

3.536765 1.273680

OP

1.860294 1.317903

APTS4

2.764706 1.318253

APTS5

3.290441 1.654754
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Table 4-1 Means and Standard Deviations of Data (Continued)

Means

Std.Devs

Means

Std.Devs

SEP1

3.599265 0.935799

APNS1

2.621324 1.113481

SEP2

3.485294 0.994340

APNS2

2.636029 1.098417

SEP3

3.356618 1.024440

APNS3

2.606618 1.179324

SEP4

3.294118 0.922196

APNS4

2.970588 0.990294

SEP5

3.878676 1.007346

APNS5

3.205882 1.104286

APNS6

3.419118 1.059521

EMC1

4.242647 1.139666

EMC2

4.209559 0.886669

EMC3

4.323529 0.827412

APGS1

3.779412 0.784454

EMC4

4.128676 0.688590

APGS2

3.588235 0.832642

APGS3

3.915441 0.826354

APGS4

3.878676 0.726403

Means

Std.Devs

EMD1

3.617647 0.855275

EMD2

3.411765 0.900763

FCE1

3.988971 0.882313

FCE2

2.838235 0.848011

ADNS1 3.783088 0.876512

FCE3

3.808824 1.012940

ADNS2 4.040441 0.855965

FCE4

3.055147 0.991054

ADNS3 4.051471 0.826854

FCE5

2.338235 1.118252

ADNS4 4.047794 0.724833

FCE6

2.764706 1.225409

FCE7

3.459559 0.883542

FCE8

3.558824 0.878314

Means

Std.Devs
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For example mean of the indicators of Satisfaction with prior year’s export
performance are around 3. This means all respondents based on Likert measures are
neutral to agree responses, or average responses to all questions of export performance of
previous year. It can also be understood that they are average satisfied with results of
previous year (sales volume, profitability…).

4.1.1.2 Correlations among Factors and Indicators
Table 4-2 Correlations among Factors and Indicators
APTS1 APTS2 APTS3 APTS4 APTS5

SEP1 SEP2 SEP3 SEP4 SEP5
SEP1
SEP2
SEP3
SEP4
SEP5

1.00
0.86
0.80
0.77
0.78

0.86
1.00
0.90
0.73
0.77

0.80
0.90
1.00
0.66
0.70

0.77
0.73
0.66
1.00
0.78

APTS1
APTS2
APTS3
APTS4
APTS5

0.78
0.77
0.70
0.78
1.00

EMC1 EMC2 EMC3 EMC4
EMC1 1.00 0.06
EMC2 0.06 1.00
EMC3 0.28 0.43
EMC4 -0.15 0.25

0.28
0.43
1.00
0.06

1.00
0.88
0.19
0.58
0.56

0.88
1.00
0.34
0.61
0.53

0.19
0.34
1.00
0.52
0.18

0.58
0.61
0.52
1.00
0.44

0.56
0.53
0.18
0.44
1.00

APNS1 APNS2 APNS3 APNS4 APNS5 APNS6
APNS1
APNS2
APNS3
APNS4
APNS5
APNS6

-0.15
0.25
0.06
1.00

EMD1 EMD2

1.00
0.79
0.75
0.65
0.49
0.28

0.79
1.00
0.66
0.70
0.42
0.17

0.75
0.66
1.00
0.67
0.58
0.34

0.65
0.70
0.67
1.00
0.47
0.35

0.49
0.42
0.58
0.47
1.00
0.52

0.28
0.17
0.34
0.35
0.52
1.00

EMD1 1.00 0.36
EMD2 0.36 1.00
FCE1 FCE2 FCE3
FCE1 1.00 0.33 0.55
FCE2 0.33 1.00 0.36
FCE3 0.55 0.36 1.00
FCE4 0.25 0.36 0.51
FCE5 0.03 0.21 0.03
FCE6 -0.17 0.03 -0.05
FCE7 0.39 0.32 0.42
FCE8 0.37 0.26 0.32

FCE4 FCE5 FCE6 FCE7 FCE8
0.25
0.36
0.51
1.00
0.16
0.20
0.35
0.32

0.03
0.21
0.03
0.16
1.00
0.61
0.10
0.19

-0.17
0.03
-0.05
0.20
0.61
1.00
0.00
-0.01

0.39
0.32
0.42
0.35
0.10
0.00
1.00
0.76

0.37
0.26
0.32
0.32
0.19
-0.01
0.76
1.00

APGS1 APGS2 APGS3 APGS4
APGS1
APGS2
APGS3
APGS4

1.00
0.33
0.50
0.48

0.33
1.00
0.50
0.34

0.50
0.50
1.00
0.68

0.48
0.34
0.68
1.00

ADNS1 ADNS2 ADNS3 ADNS4
ADNS1
ADNS2
ADNS3
ADNS4

1.00
0.62
0.72
0.71

0.62
1.00
0.73
0.62

0.72
0.73
1.00
0.74

0.71
0.62
0.74
1.00

As it is obvious EMC1 “Darken image of country due to sanctions” has low
correlations with other indictors of EMC (0.06, 0.28, -0.15), also FCE5 “Centralization of
managers’ decision making even in small matters” (0.03, 0.21, 0.03, 0.16, 0.61, 0.1,
0.19), FCE6 “Centralization of managers’ decision making in every task” (-0.17, 0.03, 97

0.05, 0.20, 0.61, 0.00, 0.76) and APNS6 “Direct mailing / emailing” (0.28, 0.17, 0.34,
0.35, 0.52). It seems if these indictors excluded from other indicators results will be
improved. Similar analysis will be done in CFA and results of these indicators will be
compared. But each of grouped indicators in tables has rather high correlations with each
other. This means that they can be grouped under a common definition. This common
concept is the latent factor.

4.1.1.3 Covariances of each Indicator
Covariances of indicators of satisfaction with prior year Export Performance are
stated. Covariances calculated with help of standard deviation of data.
Table 4-3 Covariances among Indicators of Satisfaction with Prior Year Export Performance

SEP1 SEP2 SEP3 SEP4 SEP5
SEP1 0.88

0.80

0.76

0.67

0.74

SEP2 0.80

0.99

0.92

0.66

0.77

SEP3 0.76

0.92

1.05

0.62

0.72

SEP4 0.67

0.66

0.62

0.85

0.73

SEP5 0.74

0.77

0.72

0.73

1.01

4.1.1.4 Frequency Distribution (Histogram)
Most of indicators had symmetric histograms. Frequency distributions of data
have been calculated. For example histogram of Export region skewed to the right which
shows most of Iranian exporters are active in Middle East or Middle East and one near
country.
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Figure 4-1 Frequency Distribution of Export Region of Respondents

4.1.1.5 Normal Probability Plot
Values almost had normal distributions. For example respondents’ answers had
answers near to each other to question related to public relation emphasis. Their answers
to the question what is your opinion about importance of public relation were near to the
line of y = x which shows their answers are near to normal line. It means their answers to
this question are predictable and normal.
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Normal Probability Plot; variable: APNS5
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Figure 4-2 Probability Plot of Public Relation Emphasis

4.1.1.6 Demographic Variables
Pie charts drawn below have information about Exporters’ product types, number
of staff of SMEs and organizational position of respondents. Note that for export activity
regions and product types because of different combinations, showing 30 different pies
were confusing. So histogram used instead. From General Questions coding extracted
that most of exporters of this sample belongs to Cereal & Oiled Seed's Crops and then
Nuts. These respondents have the highest number of cases.
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Histogram(Product Type)
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Figure 4-3 Histogram of Product Types

And also most of exporters, export to Middle East and then Asia / Oceania.
Because their existence on the left side of the following graph are high. This was an
expected finding because of the nearing to these countries costs of transportation are low
and also there are common beliefs and customs.
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Pie Chart(Export Region)
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Figure 4-4 Histogram of Export Region

Also most of respondents were managing directors and then commercial
managers. The percentage of group 1 and also group2 are more than the other groups.
Group 3, 4 and 5 are export manager, sales manager and other decision makers
respectively. This is an expected finding because in Iranian managers’ culture due to their
centralized decision makings always managing directors have the role of export manager
except well organized firms, or also it can be seen that although in some of them this role
is defined they filled the questionnaires in order to check that no private data exit from
their firms.
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Pie Cha(Organizational position of respondents)
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Figure 4-5 Pie Chart of Organizational Position of Respondents

Moreover number of staff in SMEs which asked in the questionnaires is usually
less than 10 or between 10 and 50. And few of them were among 50 to 250. Most of
Iranian firms have few employees that one person performs many tasks. So these findings
were predicted.
Pie Chart of Number of Staff

#3
#2

#1

NOS

Figure 4-6 Pie Chart of Number of Staff in SMEs
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4.1.2 Cluster Analysis
As stated in section 3.3.1.2, first it is needed to have tree diagram in order to find
numbers of clusters. This graph is stated below.

Figure 4-7 Tree Diagram of Ward's Method

Beneath of linkage distance of 100, 3 clusters extracted from this graph. Cluster
analysis made three categories visible. Cluster1 of respondents’ answers are almost high
to every question. This group of respondents was strongly agreed or agreed with the
questions they have been asked for. Cluster 2 of respondents has the lowest possible
answers to some questions. This group of respondents had positive opinions to some
questions and had negative opinions to others. Cluster 3 had homogenous respondents.
Their answers are usually average. Cluster 1 consists of 117 cases, cluster 2 has 77 cases
and cluster 3 holds 78 cases. These clusters have different opinions about questions of
satisfaction with export performance, and also they consider the importance of questions
related to export market competitions with different opinions. But they consider the
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commitment to exporting as a more common factor and answered to these questions
nearly to each other. Meanwhile they have different weights related to questions about
their product and promotion strategies. Surprisingly they had very near opinions related
to their pricing and distribution strategies.

Figure 4-8 Plot of Means of Clusters of Respondents

4.1.2.1 Analysis of Variance
It is proposed that the mean of responses of all clusters to each question is not the same,
so the null or the hypothesis that should be rejected goes in H0 and analysis of means will be
shown to investigate if there is a question that every two clusters have the same response to it or
not.
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H0: µ1 = µ2 = µ3
H1: Not H0

All respondents of clusters answered to questions with different opinions (i.e.
there is not a question that all clusters have the same opinion about) based on (α = 0.05)
except APGS2 “Concession of credit”, FCE4 “financial resources for exporting compare
to those used for the domestic market” and EMD2 “Level of consumer education in the
importing country”. Also respondents answered to EMD2 in agree mode, they answered
to FCE4 in neutral mode and answered to APGS2 in agree mode.

4.1.2.2 Outliers
Findings of distance form mean of Figure (4-8) shows that there are not outliers
fortunately. Note that in chapter 3 stated that before preparing data for clustering different
techniques like substitution with mean and casewise deletion of data have been done .

4.1.3 Exploratory Factor Analysis
Exploratory factor analyses run. With probable considering maximum number of
factor to 12 and with help of PAF extraction method, also with eigenvalues higher than 1;
software extracted 6 factors from 38 indicators and the respective loadings are listed in
table below.
Table 4-4 Factor Loadings

Factor Loadings (Varimax raw)
Extraction: Principal axis factoring
(Marked loadings are >.450000)
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Factor 6

SEP1

0.884591

-0.102580

0.035926

0.170861

0.041446

0.165336

SEP2

0.899103

-0.126872

0.108089

0.004581

-0.084629

0.004702

SEP3

0.887857

-0.070611

0.016199

0.015293

-0.121361

-0.045620

SEP4

0.789068

-0.000918

0.109523

-0.015939

0.093628

0.284048
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Table 4-4 Factor Loadings (Continued)

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Factor 6

SEP5

0.797634

-0.244587

0.185976

-0.002936

0.026281

0.069033

EMC1

0.231446

-0.385430

0.176659

-0.062007

-0.035491

-0.227722

EMC2

0.068873

-0.048964

0.164242

0.184200

-0.373804

-0.022371

EMC3

0.429428

-0.304908

0.305664

0.115851

-0.263554

0.018371

EMC4

-0.014896

0.351768

-0.202476

0.027521

-0.333981

0.074853

EMD1

0.395805

-0.177144

0.098368

-0.008957

0.108692

0.056817

EMD2

0.152826

0.012366

0.048331

-0.154286

0.573376

0.341259

FCE1

0.560607

-0.283102

0.105239

0.189770

-0.098749

0.270721

FCE2

0.230502

-0.022883

0.012100

0.150210

0.177778

0.476548

FCE3

0.437188

-0.141355

0.170847

0.140988

0.048855

0.450498

FCE4

0.286242

0.132249

-0.094401

0.255611

0.169877

0.467031

FCE5

0.173812

0.422380

-0.199468

-0.009751

-0.316595

0.213038

FCE6

0.037257

0.774649

-0.240309

0.004864

-0.241586

0.068142

FCE7

0.444094

0.053464

0.207418

0.024035

-0.008733

0.556109

FCE8

0.356065

0.045660

0.109922

-0.053712

-0.118290

0.597184

APTS1

-0.138024

0.862757

-0.153368

-0.078931

0.026690

0.022610

APTS2

-0.212993

0.821266

-0.154545

-0.177000

0.147715

-0.055062

APTS3

-0.078206

0.222977

0.164501

-0.101944

0.672352

-0.128930

APTS4

-0.079825

0.622670

-0.036803

-0.126906

0.415938

-0.087955

APTS5

-0.084974

0.634688

-0.143863

0.071946

0.030520

-0.180271

APNS1

-0.403908

0.616832

0.241168

0.280444

0.206910

0.099647

APNS2

-0.377383

0.513471

0.286942

0.272205

0.132517

0.129093
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Table 4-4 Factor Loadings (Continued)

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Factor 6

APNS3

-0.399043

0.517823

0.259706

0.149474

0.355011

0.222555

APNS4

-0.281825

0.345445

0.396246

0.335398

0.268944

0.264501

APNS5

-0.135813

0.394002

0.315740

0.216296

0.491086

0.025266

APNS6

-0.071704

-0.002245

0.197716

0.368636

0.592435

0.063556

APGS1

0.105930

0.082177

0.031013

0.677705

-0.090049

0.196051

APGS2

-0.114362

0.103139

0.309637

0.481751

0.148448

0.127859

APGS3

0.051999

-0.153801

0.387158

0.770236

-0.026945

-0.077904

APGS4

0.278127

-0.076323

0.216137

0.671936

0.048732

-0.000795

ADNS1

0.177745

-0.095280

0.769287

0.160316

0.117983

-0.056331

ADNS2

0.171093

-0.058546

0.694651

0.203936

-0.030410

0.160967

ADNS3

0.161669

-0.256321

0.796460

0.211788

0.073063

0.068609

ADNS4

0.092057

-0.074205

0.824568

0.054714

0.104972

0.035072

Expl.Var

5.908834

4.968721

3.748708

2.643678

2.504753

2.037279

Prp.Totl

0.155496

0.130756

0.098650

0.069570

0.065915

0.053613

From the table it can be understood that SEP1-SEP5 belongs to one common
factor which is factor 1, it is named in chapter 2 as Satisfaction with prior year Export
Performance results. Most of indicators of FCE belong to factor 6, so it can be called as
literature stated Firm current Commitment to Exporting. Also all of APNS indicators
belong to factor 2, or Adaptation of Promotion Strategies. Most of ADNS indicators
belong to factor 3(i.e. Adaptation of Distribution Strategies) and the others have
correlation with factor 5. All APGS indicators belong to factor 4. Therefore Adaptation
of Pricing Strategies also extracted. EMD indicators (Export Market Development) have
correlation with factor 2 and 5. Most of indicators are covered with 6 factors but some of
them need attention, so it seems number of factors are not enough to describe all
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indicators. This factor analysis is a beneficial statistical tool that helps to find factors
behind the correlated indicators.

4.1.3.1 Communalities
Communalities of data were calculated. For example SEP indicators which had
highest loading with factor 1, now have the highest communality with this factor too. As
stated in previous chapter communalities are the squared of loadings.
Table 4-5 Communalities of Indicators with Factors

Communalities Extraction: Principal axis factoring Rotation: Varimax raw
From 1

From 2

From 3

From 4

From 5

From 6

Multiple

SEP1

0.781918 0.792446 0.793756 0.823067 0.824802 0.852199 0.897032

SEP2

0.808202 0.824293 0.835949 0.835969 0.843164 0.843201 0.945825

SEP3

0.788127 0.793112 0.793372 0.793605 0.808385 0.810352 0.899222

SEP4

0.622284 0.622285 0.634187 0.634420 0.643271 0.724346 0.834698

SEP5

0.636515 0.696268 0.730849 0.730860 0.731553 0.736414 0.856875

4.1.3.2 Eigenvalues
Eigenvalues of the 6 factors with eigenvalues-greater-than-one rule are shown in
the table. This shows with exploratory factor analysis 6 factors extracted from indicators.
These six factors which had been found in exploratory factor analysis now have shown
with eigenvalues more than 1.
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Table 4-6 Eigenvalues of Factors

Eigenvalue

% Total
variance

Cumulative
Eigenvalue

Cumulative %

1

8.292483

21.82232

8.29248

21.82232

2

5.430655

14.29120

13.72314

36.11352

3

3.658783

9.62838

17.38192

45.74190

4

2.029339

5.34037

19.41126

51.08226

5

1.312261

3.45332

20.72352

54.53558

6

1.088452

2.86435

21.81197

57.39993

Value

4.1.3.3 Scree Plot
This is the visual representation of eigenvalues. Values greater than 1 are obvious
in the graph. These values not only have been shown in this graph but also in the table of
eigenvalues.
Plot of Eigenvalues
10
9
8
7

Value

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Number of Eigenvalues

Figure 4-9 Screeplot of Eigenvalues
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4.2 Confirmatory Phase
This phase of analysis consists of testing reliabilities, arranging fitting and
validation data and doing confirmatory factor analysis.

4.2.1 Reliability Analysis
Cronbach’s alpha of this research is 0.796857 and this value if alpha is
standardized is 0.820394. In the following table these values are stated. Squared multiple
regression shows how much of SEP1 will be described by the other. And the last column
shows that if each of indicators deleted how much alpha will be improved or get worse.
These results stated for the whole indicators reliability. Mean=130.199 Std.Devs.
=13.4014 Valid N: 272 Cronbach’s alpha: .796857 Standardized alpha: .820394 Average
inter-item corr.: .119973
Also Cronbach’s alpha of each factor with its indicators calculated except EMD
because its indicators where two and Statistica didn’t calculate it.
Table 4-7 Cronbach's Alpha of Indicators of Satisfaction with Prior Year Export Performance

Summary for scale: Mean=17.6140 Std.Devs.=4.42255 Valid N:272
Cronbach alpha: .944570 Standardized alpha: .944988
Average inter-item corr.: .785220
Variable

Mean if
deleted

Var. if
deleted

StDv. if
deleted

Itm-Totl
Correl.

Alpha if
deleted

SEP1

14.01471

12.69096

3.562437

0.890066

0.924745

SEP2

14.12868

12.21506

3.495005

0.906195

0.921115

SEP3

14.25735

12.41906

3.524069

0.835610

0.934386

SEP4

14.31985

13.29843

3.646701

0.795592

0.940885

SEP5

13.73529

12.59905

3.549514

0.823330

0.936424
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Table 4-8 Cronbach’s Alpha of Indicators of Export Market Competition

Summary for scale: Mean=16.9044 Std.Devs.=2.16268 Valid N:272
Cronbach alpha: .602747 Standardized alpha: .605246
Average inter-item corr.: .162237
Variable

Mean if
deleted

Var. if
deleted

StDv. if
deleted

Itm-Totl
Correl.

Alpha if
deleted

EMC1

12.66177

2.944420

1.715931

0.107966

0.663714

EMC2

12.69485

2.814973

1.677788

0.357503

0.259644

EMC3

12.58088

2.750811

1.658557

0.447908

0.153945

EMC4

12.77573

4.041617

2.010377

0.052813

0.475863

Although in this test cut off is 0.7, but 0.602747 of export market competition
may be accepted if 0.6 is considered. So it is poorly accepted.
Table 4-9 Cronbach's Alpha of Export Market Development

Export market
development

0.727666

Note that Cronbach’s alpha of Export Market Development estimated with help of
Smart PLS2.0. Statistica could not calculate reliability of a construct with two indicators.
Table 4-10 Cronbach's Alpha of Indicators of Firm's Current Commitment to Exporting

Summary for scale: Mean=25.8125 Std.Devs.=4.56743 Valid N:272
Cronbach alpha: .714997 Standardized alpha: .734800
Average inter-item corr.: .273003
Variable

Mean if
deleted

Var. if
deleted

StDv. if
deleted

Itm-Totl
Correl.

Alpha if
deleted

FCE1

21.82353

17.23356

4.151333

0.379581

0.692399

FCE2

22.97426

17.04713

4.128817

0.432221

0.683165

FCE3

22.00368

15.87866

3.984804

0.481983

0.670054

FCE4

22.75735

15.73524

3.966767

0.518710

0.662287
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Table 4-10 Cronbach's alpha of indicators of Firm's current Commitment to Exporting (Continued)

Variable

Mean if
deleted

Var. if
deleted

StDv. if
deleted

Itm-Totl
Correl.

Alpha if
deleted

FCE5

23.47426

16.41846

4.051970

0.344959

0.702271

FCE6

23.04779

17.57492

4.192245

0.167097

0.749439

FCE7

22.35294

16.19896

4.024794

0.536403

0.662264

FCE8

22.25368

16.40256

4.050007

0.508859

0.667872

Table 4-11 Cronbach's Alpha of Indicators of Adaptation of Products Strategy

Summary for scale: Mean=14.2941 Std.Devs.=5.54035 Valid N:272
Cronbach alpha: .822999 Standardized alpha: .822834
Average inter-item corr.: .516728

Variable

Mean if
deleted

Var. if
deleted

StDv. if
deleted

Itm-Totl
Correl.

Alpha if
deleted

APTS1

11.98529

18.77184

4.332648

0.740845

0.749559

APTS2

11.90073

18.47177

4.297879

0.792136

0.733932

APTS3

10.75735

24.47789

4.947513

0.356794

0.852314

APTS4

11.52941

20.60943

4.539761

0.689857

0.769472

APTS5

11.00368

19.86396

4.456900

0.542723

0.815216

Table 4-12 Cronbach's Alpha of Indicators of Adaptation of Pricing Strategy

Summary for scale: Mean=15.1618 Std.Devs.=2.46367 Valid N:272
Cronbach alpha: .779941 Standardized alpha: .781986
Average inter-item corr.: .482552
Variable

Mean if
deleted

Var. if
deleted

StDv. if
deleted

Itm-Totl
Correl.

Alpha if
deleted

APGS1

11.38235

3.817041

1.953725

0.528575

0.754600

APGS2

11.57353

3.825476

1.955882

0.470960

0.786686

APGS3

11.24632

3.215060

1.793059

0.727515

0.646406

APGS4

11.28309

3.747067

1.935734

0.632179

0.705699
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Table 4-13 Cronbach's Alpha of Indicators of Adaptation of Promotion Strategy

Summary for scale: Mean=17.4596 Std.Devs.=5.08944 Valid N:272
Cronbach alpha: .868299 Standardized alpha: .867773
Average inter-item corr.: .546277
Variable

Mean if
deleted

Var. if
deleted

StDv. if
deleted

Itm-Totl
Correl.

Alpha if
deleted

APNS1

14.83823

17.39295

4.170485

0.774394

0.826102

APNS2

14.82353

18.07180

4.251094

0.700866

0.839729

APNS3

14.85294

16.84602

4.104391

0.783967

0.823500

APNS4

14.48897

18.56606

4.308835

0.735363

0.835502

APNS5

14.25368

18.65256

4.318861

0.623851

0.853366

APNS6

14.04044

20.83292

4.564310

0.399393

0.889087

Table 4-14 Cronbach's Alpha of Indicators of Adaptation of Distribution Strategy

Summary for scale: Mean=15.9228 Std.Devs.=2.87718 Valid N:272
Cronbach alpha: .896840 Standardized alpha: .899142
Average inter-item corr.: .693785
Variable

Mean if
deleted

Var. if
deleted

StDv. if
deleted

Itm-Totl
Correl.

Alpha if
deleted

ADNS1

12.13971

4.612835

2.147751

0.763526

0.870905

ADNS2

11.88235

4.802336

2.191423

0.725139

0.884651

ADNS3

11.87132

4.604766

2.145872

0.836160

0.842350

ADNS4

11.87500

5.175552

2.274984

0.774238

0.869167

All factors are reliable and Export Market Competition if cutoff chosen 0.6 is also
accepted.
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4.2.2 Validity Data
3 clusters extracted and with help of softwares it is found that cluster 1, 2 and 3
have 117, 77 and 78 members. Validation data is going to have 72 members and the
remained which is 200 is for fitting data. The aim is query data from each cluster.
Total number of cases in sample: 272
Cluster 1: 117 members, 117 / 272 = 0.43, 0.43*72 = 31
Cluster 2: 77 members, 77 / 272 = 0.283, 0.283*72 = 20
Cluster 3: 78 members, 78 / 272 = 0.287, 0.287*72 = 21
Therefore validation data consisted of values of cluster 1, 2 and 3 data according
to their proportions in sample. The next step is to select them randomly.
With these 72 data from different clusters absolute and incremental fit measures
were calculated. These calculations empower research and show that these findings are
not only valid for this sample of data and can be externalized.
Table 4-15 Absolute Fit Measures

Model

RMR

GFI

AGFI

PGFI

Default model

0.039

0.904

0.883

0.739

Table 4-16 Incremental Fit Measures of Validation Data

NFI

RFI

IFI

TLI

Model

Delta1

rho1

Delta2

Rho2

CFI

Default
model

0.907

0.855

0.915

0.904

0.917

With help of GFI > 0.9 these data are valid and can be externalized.
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4.2.3 Fitting Data
The remained data from sample are 200. Based on the results of previous section,
data are valid and ready to do the main statistics of this research. Estimations and
different statistics in the following sections will be done on fitting data. These data are
also called test data in textbooks (Sharma, 1996).

4.2.4 Confirmatory Factor Analysis
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Figure 4-10 Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Covariances are shown in this figure. All covariance are meaningful. The
estimated covariance between Adaptation of Promotion and Adaptation of Product
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strategies is 0.87. This means that these two constructs have these covariations. Also
Satisfaction with Export Performance and Firm’s Current Commitment to Export with
estimate of 0.33 are covariate. These numbers show the relations between these factors
respect to their standard deviations.
Also other covariances are shown in this figure.
In order to study the covariances among factors which help in confirming
measurement model, these two hypotheses proposed:
H0: covariance is not meaningful (p-value > α)
H1: covariance is meaningful (p-value < α)
Based on calculations all null hypotheses are rejected and:
(SEP <-> APTS: 0.003, EMD <->FCE: 0.028 are meaningful with α = 0.01 and α
= 0.05 respectively). Therefore all covariances are meaningful.
All estimates among factors and their indicators are valid except effect of Export
Market Competition (EMC) factor on its EMC3, EMC4 indicators. So there is a valid
measurement model. Model has been confirmed and the following table has the absolute
and incremental fit measures of this model.
Table 4-17 Absolute Fit Measures for CFA

Model

RMR

GFI

AGFI

PGFI

Default model

0.049

0.903

0.881

0.739

Table 4-18 Incremental Fit Measures for CFA

NFI

RFI

IFI

TLI

Model

Delta1

rho1

Delta2

rho2

CFI

Default model

0.905

0.849

0.909

0.895

0.904

With GFI> 0.9 the model has been confirmed.
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4.2.5 Structural Equation Modeling
In this step again model fits will be stated, but in the structural model effects will
be considered too. This is the difference between confirmatory factor analysis and
Structural Equation Modeling.
Table 4-19 Absolute Fit Measures for SEM

Model

RMR

GFI

AGFI

PGFI

Default model

0.045

0.911

0.891

0.745

Table 4-20 Incremental Fit Measures for SEM

NFI

RFI

IFI

TLI

Model

Delta1

rho1

Delta2

rho2

CFI

Default model

0.912

0.864

0.918

0.913

0.928

With Goodness of Fit > 0.9 (highly accepted cutoff) there is a valid structural
model.
In the next step hypothesis and their t-value and also p-values will be computed
and accepted and null hypotheses will be clear.
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Figure 4-11 Structural Equation Modeling

Estimations are shown in the figure; these estimations are covariances, variance
and estimates.
As it is shown in the graph FCE7, FCE8, EMC1 and APNS6 are excluded from
the graph. These have low correlations with others and also they decreased the GFI and
other related indexes Model is large and numbers may be appeared small. This is the
same results obtained in correlation testing; these indicators have lowest correlation with
other indicators of construct.

4.2.6 Hypotheses Testing
After performing SEM, the valid structural model extracted and testing the
hypotheses can be done. These hypotheses tested with assumptions stated below.
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If x (independent factor) has positive direct effect on y (dependent factor)
H0: estimate ≤ 0: (p-value > α)
H1: estimate > 0
If x (independent factor) has negative direct effect on y (dependent factor)
H0: estimate ≥ 0: (p-value > α)
H1: estimate < 0
As it is stated in chapter 3, hypothesis testing should be done in order to study
different proposed effects.

4.3 Findings
23 hypotheses tested in this research from these, 12 hypotheses accepted and 11
hypotheses rejected. These were proposed relations that were extracted from reviewing
the literatures or recommended when doing data analysis.
Accepted hypotheses confirm the first research question which said increase in
satisfaction with export performance will increase in commitment of firm to export.
Although there were many difficulties in data collection an acceptable number of
cases have been collected from different exporters categories. Also in previous stages of
this chapter efforts did to extract a testing sample from the original sample. It was called
validation data. All tests of reliability and model fits have been done on that sample
successfully. The results could be generalized from the sample to the population.

4.3.1 Effect of Previous Year Export Performance on 4P Strategies
In H1 it was proposed that satisfaction with prior year export performance is
negatively related to adaptation of product strategy (estimate = -0.311, p-value = 0.03,
alpha = 0.05). Also it has a negative direct effect on adaptation of promotions (estimate
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= -0.66, p-value < 0.001). Moreover satisfaction did not affect adaptation of pricing
(estimate = -0.031, p-value = 0.511). So this effect has no meaning. Also adaptation of
distribution did not affect from satisfaction with exporting results (estimate = -0.135, pvalue = 0.081). Therefore these proposed relations did not proof with empirical data in
Iranian food industry exporters.

4.3.2 Effect of Firm’s Current Commitment on 4P Strategies
H5 which states Firm current Commitment to exporting causes adaptation of
product was not be accepted (estimate = -0.276, p-value = 0.211). The commitment to
export effect positively adaptation of promotions (estimate = 0.583, p-value < 0.001). But
there were not any significant relation between this commitment and adaptation of
pricing (estimate = 0.117, p-value = 0.213). Interestingly these committed firms adapt
their distribution strategies (Estimate = 0.612, p-value <0.001).

4.3.3 Effect of Export Market Competition on 4P Strategies
Export market competition has negative direct effect on the adaptation of products
(estimate = -1.265, p-value < 0.001). It means standardized product strategy due to effect
of competitive markets. Competitive markets has no effect on adaptation of promotions
(estimate = -0.137, p-value = 0.236) and adaptation of pricing (estimate = -.05, p-value =
0.443). But this competition affects adaptation significantly and positively (estimate =
0.568, p-value < 0.001).

4.3.4 Effect of Export Market Development on 4P Strategies
Development in exporting markets brings adaptation of product strategy (estimate
= 0.904, p-value = 0.002). Export market development affect adaptation of promotion
(estimate = 0.311, p-value = 0.045).

Degree of export market development has a

negative effect on adaptation of pricing (estimate = -0.26, p-value = 0.006). Therefore
Iranian exporters go for standardized pricing in developed markets. Findings showed
export market development had no effect on adaptation of distribution (estimate = -0.019,
p-value = 0.879).
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4.3.5 Effect of Previous Year Export Performance on Firm’s Current
Commitment to Export
Satisfaction with prior year export performance has positive significant effect on
firm’s current year commitment to exporting (estimate = 0.464, p-value < 0.001). This
was the first research question which described in the chapter 2 defined in hypotheses 17.
Findings show that this effect is strongly accepted.

4.3.6 Effect of Export Market Competition on Firm’s Current
Commitment to Export
Competition in exporting markets has no effect on commitment to export
(estimate = 0.153, p-value = 0.116). Although the literature stated that export market
competition affects positively firm’s current commitment to exporting, but the empirical
data could not find any significant effect from export market competition to firm’s
commitment to export.

4.3.7 Effect of Export Market Development on Firm’s Current
Commitment to Export
Degree of development in a country positively affected commitment of a firm to
export (estimate = 0.400, p-value = 0.003). Results confirmed the proposed relation of
chapter 2. It was stated that in order to export to developed countries firm should increase
its commitment.

4.3.8 Effect of Adaptation of Product Strategy on Adaptation of
Pricing Strategy
Adaptation of product strategy did not affect adaptation of pricing (estimate = 0.04, p-value = 0.054). In testing effects with SEM, this effect proposed. This relation
stated that if product (label, design and quality …) adapted this would affect the
adaptation of pricing (discounts, margins of price, strategies …), but this proposed
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relation was not significant. So if a firm adapted its product there is no effect on adapting
its pricings. In other words adaptive products may benefit from standardized prices.

4.3.9 Effect of Adaptation of Distribution Strategy on Adaptation of
Pricing Strategy
Adaptation of distribution (networks, budgets …) affects positively adaptation of
pricing (discounts, margins of price, strategies …) (estimate = 0.33, p-value < 0.001).
Doing specialized distribution strategies and maintaining specific distribution
networks need adapted prices. A firm cannot plan a standardized pricing strategy for its
customized distribution network.

4.3.10 Effect of Adaptation of Product Strategy on Adaptation of
Promotion Strategy
Adaptation of product cause adaptation of promotions (estimate = 0.4, p-value <
0.001). This reasonable judgment which had been extracted from SEM seems reasonable.
When a firm designs a special or adapted product it is needed to launch an adapted
promotion program. It cannot sell this product with the same previous promotion
programs.

4.3.11 Effect of Adaptation of Pricing Strategy on Adaptation of
Promotion Strategy
Also Adaptive pricing strategies brings adaptive promotion strategies (estimate =
0.637, p-value < 0.001). Therefore Adaptive pricing strategies (discounts, margins of
price, strategies …) brings adaptive promotion (targets, budgets, channels and themes …)
strategies. It means having adapted promotion strategies need having adapted pricing
strategies. Designing adaptive products increase costs and costly products need special or
adaptive promotion strategies in order to be sold.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Further Researches

5. Introduction

In this final chapter contributions of this research will be shown and then
conclusions on first and second research questions will be given. Also limitations of this
research and further researches are contents of this chapter.
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5.1 Contributions
This research benefited from different contributions.

Its first contribution is

theoretical contribution. Based on literature reviews, two papers have been found that
indicators of one of them have relations to factors of the other paper. They have been
supported by literatures and also their correlations with that factor calculated. These
indicators where FCE5 4, FCE6, FCE7, FCE8 and EMC1, but numerical findings showed
that FCE7, FCE8 and EMC1 should be excluded from the model, due to their low
correlations with other indicators. In other word these indicators which one of them was
the question about sanctions eliminated (it may seem this context is not so important or
managers do not want to enter to political concerns, although the question was designed
in a way that targets business matters).
As it is stated in literature review, researchers usually considered one or two of
4ps of marketing mix, but the research done by (Lages and Montgomery, 2004)
considered all of them in the research. But in this stage one step further passed and
effects of marketing mix on each other also investigated. Especially effects of adaptation
of pricing on adaptation of promotion, adaptation of product on adaptation of promotion,
adaptation of distribution on adaptation of pricing and adaptation of product on
adaptation of pricing. From these the first three ones were accepted with numerical
findings. These findings supported the assumptions.
This research has also empirical contribution. This research also benefited from
different types of statistics. Statistica7 used for descriptive statistics and exploratory
factor analyses. Amos 16 used for confirmatory factor analyses. These different softwares

4

FCE5(0.03, 0.21, 0.03, 0.16, 0.61, 0.1, 0.19), FCE6 (-0.17, 0.03, -0.05, 0.20, 0.61, 0.00, 0.76),

FCE7 (0.39, 0.32, 0.42, 0.35, 0.10, 0.00, 1.00, 0.76), FCE8 (0.37, 0.26, 0.32, 0.19, -0.01, 0.76, 1.00) and
EMC1 (0.06, 0.28, -0.15)
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and also different steps that passed in validation data helped in empowering data analyses
of this research.
The sample is also specific and a narrowed down one to a specific industry. The
key article (Lages and Montgomery, 2004) considered different industries and food
products, but this research narrowly focused on food products because of its importance
and weight against different categories of exporting products and services.

5.2 Conclusions
In this part of chapter 5 findings related to two research questions of previous
chapters will be stated. Note that research question 2 was developing a framework for
Iranian SMEs which is consisted of different parts.

5.2.1 Conclusions Regarding the First Research Question
The first research question dedicated to study the effect of satisfaction with prior
year export performance on firm’s commitment to exporting. As it was stated in chapter 2
there were two groups of researchers with different ideas. The first group said committed
firms are the ones who had better export performance results in previous year or in other
words firms with higher export performance results in previous year have more resources
to show their commitment to export. The other group said firms with low performance
results in previous year must show their commitment more than successful ones;
otherwise they will be eliminated, so they are more committed. In this research the idea
of the first group proposed and it is found that firms who acted better in previous year
show more commitment in current year.
So any increase in satisfaction with exporting results will bring resource
availability, this ability will help firms to better allocate financial and human resources
and also better plan for export activities. In other words they can increase their
commitment to exporting.
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5.2.2 Conclusions Regarding the Second Research Question
The second research question which was the aim of this research is: developing a
strong and most recent framework for Iranian exporter SMEs. This framework should be
up to date and also concerns of Iranian exporting SME managers’ have to be considered.
Deep and selected literatures regarding to new concepts of exporting (as stated in
chapter 2, this research was new because of its consideration of export performance as an
antecedent to marketing strategy and also its full coverage of 4Ps), also pilot tests and
selecting data from different categories of food products enabled this thesis to propose its
framework with help of literatures, data and interviews.

5.2.2.1 Effects of Satisfaction with Previous Year Exporting Results
on 4Ps
When satisfaction with prior year exporting results increase, the adaptation of
products decreased because the good results of the previous year satisfy the exporting
directors with the results and they won’t adapt their qualities and other product features
with the needs of exporting markets in time. Also this satisfaction changes the way of
promotions and the firm do not adapt its promotion campaign and advertisements, in
other words firms go for standard promotions. These are promotions that are the same as
domestic market. Also firms with high exporting performance did not adapt their pricing
strategies and they rely on their standardized distribution strategies too.
So managers who are satisfied with the results of their previous year exporting
(sales volume, sales revenue, sales profitability…) tend to have standardized products (
i.e. the same labeling, brand, quality..) and also simple promotion strategies (
advertisements, channels…) as they have in their home markets. But there are not
supported relations between satisfaction of previous results and adaptation of pricing and
distribution (i.e. there are may be different antecedents for these dependent factors, other
researchers encouraged to follow this way).
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5.2.2.2 Effect of Firm’s Current Year Commitment to Export on 4ps
This factor had no effect on the adaptation of product and pricing. So these
relations could not be investigated. Instead these committed firms adapt their promotion
strategies (i.e. they rethink their advertisement budget, focus on public relations and
choose different advertisement channels). Moreover they arrange their distribution
strategies, networks and budgets based on the host market.
So committed firms to export will adapt their promotion and distribution
strategies meanwhile due to answers to questions regarding effect of commitment on
pricing and distribution no effect has been confirmed. (Further researches encouraged to
find these antecedents). Iranian committed exporters go for adaptive distribution systems
in host market and emphasize on distributions and promotions.

5.2.2.3 Effects of Export Market Competition on 4ps
Competitions in exporting market affect adaptation of products negatively. This
means competition dictates firms to standardize their product quality, name and labeling.
Iranian managers if competition rises go for standardization of their products. This
competition has no effect on adaptation of promotions based on empirical findings. Also
they are not forced to adapt their pricings, discounts and margins based on competition.
Based on demographic graphs, Iranian exporters enter the near countries for export and
usually don’t go for European markets which competition is high, so they may not be
forced to adapt their pricings. Competitions in exporting markets force exporters to adapt
their distribution networks. Delivery deadlines need a well organized distribution
network for delivery.
Surprising finding is that when competition rises, Iranian export managers go for
standardization of product; it may be due to decreasing costs, risks of adaptation and also
their insufficient budgets. (Note that based on demographic findings most of these firms
are small ones.). Also this competition will not affect their pricings and promotions;
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instead they choose best ways of delivery and distribution of their products to whole
sellers and distributors.

5.2.2.4 Effect of Export Market Development on 4ps
Export market development affects adaptation of products significantly. When
Iranian exporters want to export their products to developed markets, they may consider
some modifications in their product labeling, design and qualities. Also developed
countries need adaptive promotion strategies. So European and foreign developed
markets need promotion budgets, channels. One successful food products exporter said
they usually appear in exhibitions in Germany, Turkey and other food exhibitions and
also they have different campaigns for their exporting countries. Iranian firms standardize
their pricing when they export to these developed countries. They usually have
standardized prices. So it may be needed to have reconsideration on prices, because in the
literature it is stated that consumers in developed countries have more buying power. So
public decision makers may re decide for adaptation of pricings based on these markets,
this will also increase their profit margin and also help them to empower the other 4Ps.
unfortunately this research couldn’t find any relation between degree of development and
distribution strategies.
It can be concluded, when Iranian export managers want to send their products to
developed countries, they consider some modifications in quality, label , brand and etc.
also they adapt their promotion objects and channels while they forget to adapt their
pricings and usually have prices the same as their home markets.

5.2.2.5 Effects of Satisfaction with Previous Year Exporting Results
on Firm’s Current Year Commitment to Export
Satisfaction with prior year export performance brings firm commitment to
exporting. In chapter 1 it was introduced that there are two acceptable ideas for two
groups. One said satisfied firms with exporting results have better resources to better
commit to export, while the other says they sick to fat cat syndrome and unsatisfied
firms’ managers should do more effort to increase their commitments to export and
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stabilize situations, although they have not resources. Findings showed successful firms
better commit. In other words for unsuccessful firms it is hardly possible to increase their
commitments to export.

5.2.2.6 Effects of Export Market Competition on Firm’s Current Year
Commitment to Export
Although based on literature reviews this effect was probable, but based on
findings in chapter 4 there was not any effect from competition in exporting market on
commitment to export. It means although competition is rising but Iranian exporters did
not allocate human and financial resources for R&D and market researches. This is an
alert for managers to rethink in their commitments; otherwise they may lose some market
shares. Further researches encouraged to work on this matter that which indicators should
be considered in export market competition that help this effect to be meaningful.

5.2.2.7 Effect of Export Market Development on Firm’s Current Year
Commitment to Export
Export market development had positively influenced commitment of a firm to
exporting. As stated in the literature firms export to developed countries is more
committed firms to exporting activity (i.e. they do more planning, market research and
allocate budgets and the other tasks). It is a need for them because these developed
countries consisted of educated and wealthy consumers compare to developing markets
and firms which want to export to them have to do marketing researches and find sources
of information.

5.2.2.8 Other Effects Extracted from SEM
When firms adapt their products they did not adapt their prices. Decision makers
should pay attention to this matter that most of them forget to adapt their prices when
they adapted their qualities. Most of the time performing an adaptation based on needs of
a market or groups of markets have costs, but based on empirical findings it may seem
that this is neglected. On the contrary it can be judged that adaptation may be so little that
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do not need adaptation of pricings. This may seem more reasonable. Further researches
encourage investigating effects of marketing 4Ps on each other. It may clear these
relations better.
Adaptation of distribution has positive significant effect on adaptation of pricing.
This adaptation seems reasonable. It means when firms adapt their distribution networks,
channels and etc. they should reconsider their budgets, margins, and prices.
Adaptation of product (label, design and quality …) cause adaptation of
promotion (targets, budgets, channels and themes …). This means for adaptive product it
is needed to have adaptive promotions.
Also designing adaptive products will increase costs and products needed to be
promoted adaptively, this relation seem reasonable as it is stated for the relation between
Adaptive products and adaptive promotions.

5.3 Research Limitations
One of the very first problems were finding basic definitions for SMEs and also
finding their names, addresses and numbers. An expert in Iran export Development
Center located in Tehran international exhibitions said that finding these data are very
difficult because these small firms are numerous and also most of them are illegally
active without paying taxes. But with help of Tehran IEC and also Iran IEC these
problems solved and firms in industrial estates were identified and their contact persons
in provinces of Iran were contacted.
Problems continued even when introductions and cover letters designed and
questionnaires response rate was around 34%. But this bottleneck solved with supports of
deputy of Tehran IEC and also with help of each deputies of clusters of food products.
After meetings with decision makers in Tehran IEC and Iran export development
center in February 2007, Data collection of this research started in March of 2007 till
November 2007. This long time data collection from these unwilling Iranian managers
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was one of the most difficult parts of this research. Also it cost too much for mailing to
provinces, telephones, mobiles, travels to industrial estates and follow-ups.
Also this research was new, although literature reviews helped, but this research
based on its consideration of prior year export performance as exogenous factor and
marketing strategies as endogenous factor was a new one. So works of famous but few
international researchers were available as source of researches.

5.4 Further Researches
In this chapter in every part that an interesting effect identified researchers
encouraged to investigate the relation deeply. But in general words it can be said that due
to these new and tested definition of effect of previous year satisfaction with export
performance on defining marketing strategies (Lages and Montgomery, 2004), other
researchers encouraged to follow this way and assume hypotheses more than these and
also test on different samples (except food products which tested and validated in this
thesis). Moreover these findings can be compared with the same test in following years
(i.e. running a longitudinal study).
Also one of the contributions of this research was the effects among parts of 4Ps
marketing strategy. It is also encouraged to follow this way and consider the effects
among these Ps completely due to importance of these Ps. These are important not only
for academicians but also for managers to design their strategies based upon.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Centralization of Decision Making: It means employees and middle managers (to some
extents) have not important roles in decision making and decisions should be made by
senior managers
Exporters’ Experience Related to Exporting Markets: Level of familiarity of export
managers related to target markets. In China export managers have been chosen based on
their familiarity with target markets
Main Export Venture: The main product or group of products, exported by your
company to the most important foreign market (in terms of sales revenue)
Firm’s Current Commitment to Exporting: Commitment of a firm to export means to
what extent a firm will do planning and allocate human and financial resources and also
benefited from experienced export managers. Moreover how much is the participation of
management in decisions and exporting benefited from management support and
participation.
Extent of Adaptation Strategy in Firm: Based on recent marketing contexts 4p is the
most important definition of marketing strategy. This new vision provides a purposeful
movement to the changing markets.
Adaptive Strategy against Standardized Strategy: Adaptation defined as modification
and preparing product or products based on consumer patterns and needs in that export
market. In contrast standardized strategy means having products with the same attributes
for the export market as they are in the domestic market. So if a firm design its products
based on target market demands it follows adaptive strategy, but if it exports products
exactly the same as what is being sold in home market, the firm has chosen standardized
strategy.
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The questionnaire which is attached is for a research with the output of proposing
a framework for marketing strategy of small and medium sized firms with consideration
of export performance. The main purpose is to develop a framework with help of new
definitions of marketing and other factors to edit marketing strategies. This framework
should help our honored food exporting managers who are active in small and medium
sized firms in order to be successful more than previous.
What’s more is that after investigate and analyzing data, I will present the results
specifically for your firm in order to benefit your firm with the results of this research.
In the name of God
Company name…

Scope of supply…

Establishment year: …

Employees number…

Active exporter from year…

Export region…

Exporting countries…

Export volume (optional)…

Your products…

Your position in your company…

How do you evaluate following items based on the results of your export venture 5 in
previous year?
Scale: 1= Not satisfied at all; 5= extremely satisfied
1. Export sales volume
2. Export Sales Revenue
3. Export Profitability
4. Market share in the main exporting market
5. Overall export performance
Scale: 1=None; 5= Substantial

5

Main Export Venture: the main product, or group of products, exported by your company to the
most important foreign market (in terms of sales revenue).
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6. Does your export procedure affected from Iran’s image due to sanctions?
7. Extent of price competition in the industry you are exporting in it
8. Competition in the accomplishment of delivery deadlines
9. Overall competition in your industry
10. Degree of exporting country’s development
11. Level of education in exporting country
SCALE: 1= Strongly Disagree; 5= Strongly Agree
12. There was substantial planning for this export venture
13. There was a significant amount of human resources involved in the exporting activity
14. There was a significant degree of management commitment to exporting
15. Financial resources allocated for exporting is more than those used for the domestic
market
16. Even small matters have to be referred to someone higher up for a final answer
17. Export employees have to ask their boss permission before doing any task and have
boss’ approval first
Scale: 1= Skill poorly developed; 5= Skill very well developed
18. The ability to identify source of export market information
19. The ability to identify a base of specific information on overseas market
legislation/regulations relative to your company's products
Difference in Product, Promotion, Pricing and Distribution between Exporting and
domestic market
Consider the main exporting venture over the past year. To what extent do the following
aspects differ in comparing the main export market to the domestic market?
Scale: 1= None; 5= Substantial
1. Product brand name
2. Product design
3. Product labeling
4. Variety of the main exporting lines (Ship, air …)
5. Product quality
6. Advertising theme
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7. Media channels (TV, radio, billboards …)
8. Promotion objectives
9. Budget for promotion
10. Public relation emphasis
11. Direct marketing / mailing / emailing
12. Determination of pricing strategy
13. Concession of credit
14. Price discounts policy
15. Determination of price margins
16. Criteria for selecting type of distribution
17. Transportation strategy
18. Distribution budget
19. Distribution network
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